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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

Drug Store. Fine Drags, Mod*
Toilet Articles
Artlclei and

27,

WHOLE

1884.

Ottawa and Wait Sent Fair.

Fancy Goods,

654.

Stallions for roadsters. At 11 exhibition
draft. 11 :80 exhibition of
horses for all work. At 1:00 p.m. exhi-

of Stallionsfor

Perfumeries. River street.
In the year 1855, at Steel’s

Landing en

bition of Roadsters.

\7AN PUTTEN, W«.,

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

NO.

Dealer In Drugs, Medl*
ciueS'Paints,Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.

At 1:80 Medley

the banks of Grand River, a few of the
I. 0. of 0. F.
Race. At 2:00 Walking Match. At 2:80
HollandCityLodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder farmers of the county of Ottawa, strongly
W.VANDiNBxBa'sFamllyMedlcines;
River St.
exhibitionof Carriage Teams. At 8:00
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
of Odd Fellows, bolds Us regular meetings at Odd
Evening imbued with the spirit of progress,and exhibition of Single Carriage Horses. At
TXTALSH HEBER, Druggist * Pharmacist; a Fe11ow8Hall,HoUaud,Mlch.1ouTuesday
each week
fully realizingthe importanceof their pro- 8:80 exhibition of Saddle Horses.
ff fnllstock of goods appertaining to the bus* ofVisitingbrothers
arecordialiyinvHed
tnesa.
OFFICE: No. 52 EIGHTH STREET.
FOURTH DAY.
L. D. Baldcs, N. G.
fession,met and organized a society for
William Baumqahtel, R. 8.
the advancementof agriculture and the
At 10:30 a. m. exhibitionof Draft
fwaltttw.
mechanic arts. For fifteen consecutive Horses and trial of strength. At 11 KM
F. & A. M.
Editor and Publisher.
Vf EYEK, BROUWER 4 CO., Dealers In all
years fairs were held by the society in the Foot Race for Boys. At 1:00 Running
Ivl kinds of Fnrnltnre, Curtains, Wall Paper, ARiouiABCommunication of Uxitt Lodo*.
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames, etc.: River st.
No. 191, F.& A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall vicinity of its birth and notwithstanding Race. At 1:80 election and report of
Terma of Sabaorlptioii:
Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock sharp, on Wednesday the event1 ul period covered by the civil Officers.At 2:80 Single Trotting Race.
$1.50 per year if paid in adtanee; $1,75 if
evenings, Jan. 9, Feb. 6, MarchS, April 9, May 7, war, its annual exhibitions were usually At 8:00 Novelty Race. At 8:80 Viewing
Qmral Dialers.
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
Jnne4, July 2. Aug. 6. Sept. 8, Oct. 1, Oct. 29,
successful and fairly represented the agri- Committees will sign and deliver the entry
paid at six momhs.
XT AN PUTTEN G„ 4 SONS., General Dealers Nov. 26, Dec. 81. St. John’s davs June 21, and
cultural and horticultural productions of books to the Superintendentsof their reIn D17 Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats Dec. 27.
R.B. Best, W.M.
and Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. ; River street.
the county in those days, In 1870 a suc- spective departments.
JOB PRINTING Promptly ami Nsatly Executed
D.L. Botb.S’sc’v.
cessful effort was made to change the fair
Exhibitorsshould lo«k to the superinEotili.
grounds
to the village of Berlin, where tendents of the departments in which
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
they have since been located and where their articles are entered tor Information
/“IITY HOTEL. Williams Bros., Proprietors.
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for V/ The only first-classHotel In the city. Is
annual fairs hove since been held with and the correctionof any mistake that
&r*t insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent
located In the business center of tho town, and has
insertionfor any period under three mouths.
varied succesa.
may occur. They are respectfullyreouesone of tho largest and best sample rooms in the
1 8 x. | 6 x. I 1 T.
The subsequent expense attending the ted to make as many entries by mail as
State. Free bus iu connectionwith the Hotel.
of
3 50
5 00 I 8 00 Holland,
1 Square .............
10-ly
purchase and preparation of new grounds possible and thus avoid the rush and
5 00
8 00|10 00
Special
and the erection of new buildingsfor the crowd for entriesat the fair, and facilitate
10
00
17
00
8
00
!
PU(ENIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor,
Street
fair, together with the liberal policy pur- the work of the secretary.
10 00 17 00 | 25 00
Column ...... . .....
Locatednear the Chi. & W. Mich. R’y depot,
17 00 25 00 -40 80 has good facilities for the traveling public,and its
sued in the distributionof speed premiums,
..............
District.
While the society desires to express its
25 00 40 00 65 00 table Is unsurpassed.Free Hack for accommoda.............
involved the society to such an extent grateful acknowledgement of the services
City of
)
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
- Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
that its early demise was generallyexpec- rendered by the Viewing .Committees in
Clerk’s office, Sept. 10, 1884. f
changes.
QCOTT HOTEL. W. P. Scott, proprietor. Notice is hereby given that the Com- ted. It emerged however from its finan- the past, it would impress upon them in
Business Cards in City Directory, not oyer three
This hotel is locatedon the cor. of Ninth and
cial embarrassment, mainly through the the future that prompt attendance,skilltines, $2.00 per annum,
Fish sirs. Terms, $1.60 per day. Good accom- mon Council of the City of Holland have
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubefforts of its managers and the generosity ful discriminationand a faithful dismodations cun always be relied on. Holland, caused to be made and deposited with
lishedwhitoutcharge for subscribers.
of its creditors and in 1881 executed arti- charge of the delicate duties assigned are
8-1 y
the city clerk for public examination,
i4T All advertising liills collectable quarterly.
cles ®f association and became an incor- of the utmost value and are indispensable
plans,
diagrams
and
estimates
for the proLlTtruslBaleSUtlet.
posed graveling of that part of Cedar porated body under the name of the Otta- requisites for a successful fair. InjudiTYOONE H„ Liverv and Sale Stable. Office street, lying between the center of wa and West Kent AgriculturalSociety. cious and partial awards by careless and
ilnil
13 audbaruon Marketstreet.Everythingfirst- Seventh street and the north line of Since its incorporationthe Society has indifferent committees beget dissatisfacclass.
welfth street in the city of Holland, been unusuallyprosperousand its annual tion and impure the usefulnessof the soChicago & West Michigan Railway.
TTAVERKATE,O. J., Livery and Boarding which part of said street has been desig- exhibitions, though not ns large ns might ciety.
11. stable. Fine rigs and good horses can ui- nated by the Common Council as “Cedar be expected from the unrivaled fertility of
Wm. F. Kelly,
Taking Effect, Sunday, Nay 18, 1884.
wavs be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott'e
the surroundingcountry, have been very
Secretary.
street
special
street
assessment
district.”
From
From Chicago
33-tf
to
to Holland.
That a strip 20 feet wide through the cen- creditable and fur exceeded the display of
A Great Discovery.
NTt VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable; ter of that part of Cedar street, lying be- former years.
NTt Day Mull.
Mail.
TOWNS.
The
increased attendance, as evidenced
Exp. xx Ninth street, near Market.
Exp. Exp.
tween the center of Seventh street and the
Mr. Wm. Thomas, of Newton, la., says:
Xmftctoriei,Milli, Shofi, Zic.
north line of Twelfth street iu the city of by the receipts,which have been sufficientp.m p. m. a. m.
p.m. p. m. a. m.
"My
wife has been seriously affected with
Holland, designated
the Gammon to meet all demands against the treasury,
lotos 1 10 10 15 ....Holland ..... 2 55 10 05 4 5<J
rjAUELS,
VAN
PUTTEN
4
CO.,
Proprietors
a
cough
for twenty-fiveyears, and this
leaving a balance of about $500 annually
10 30
10 35 East Saugatuck 2 15
4 28
of Hugger Hills; (Steam Saw aud Flour Council of said city ns Cedar street special
10 40 ... 1(1 45 .New Richmond. 2 45 9 42 4
lor
permanent
improvements,
is
very
gratspring more eeverely than ever before.
Mills j near foot of 8th street.
street assessment district,be graveled to
11 32 2 05 11 30 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 05 9 07 3 30
an average thickness of 8 inches,so spread ifying to the friends of the enterprise and She had used many remedies without re11 55 2 17 11 50 . ...Buncor.... 2 37 8 55 3 K
AT AN RAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements
show conclusivelythat it is growing in
1 25 3 1X1 1 05 .Benton Harbor. 12 40 8 00 1 5;
aud Machinery,cor. River and Ninth Street. that the same will he 10 inches thick in
lief, and being urged to try Dr. King’s
1 50 3 10 1 15 . .bt. Joseph...12 30 7 55 1 51
the center and six inches thick on the popular favor. It is a matter of just pride
3 15 » 10 2 30 ..New Buffalo..11 30 7 13 12 45
and
satisfaction
to
all
who
have
been
New Discovery, did so, with most gratifyPhTiicUa*.
sides, of the kind used on Ninth street, or
730 0 50 5 25 ....Chicago ..... 8 55 3 40 9 55
a. in. p.m p.m.
of a kind equal thereto,in accordance drawn to its support especially those in- ing results. The first bottle relieved her
a. m. p.m. p. in
I )EST. R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be
13 found in his office,cor. River and Eighth with the prayer of the petition of II. trusted with the administration of its af- very much, and the second bottle has abGRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
Wykhuysen and others and in conformity fairs, to witness the growing interest in
From Holland
From Grd. Rapids streets in Vanderveen’sBlock.
the annual exhibitions and the increasing solutely cured her. She has not had so
with the estimate of the expense thereof
Grand
to Holland.
I’" RE ME KS, H., Physician and Surgeon. Resiability of the society to offer greater in- good health for thirty years.”
p m. p. m. a. m.
a. m. p. m.lp.ra.
iv deuce on Twelfth street, cor. of Market as reported by the city surveyorand now ducements to exhibitors by enlarging the
10 05 3 00 t5 OJ ....Holland _____ 10 10 1 15! 9 5n
street. Office at the drug store of Kremers & on file in the office of the city clerk.
Trial bottles free at H. Walsh’s Drug
3 12 5 13 ....Zeeland ..... 10 o»
9 40 Bangs. office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and That all the expense of graveling said premiums and making such improvements
Store.
Large size $1.00.
3 30 5 35 ..Hudaonvilie... 9 45
9 15 from 5 to 6 p.
50-ly
upon the grounds and buildings us their
part of said Cedar street he defrayedby a
3 43 5 50 ....Grandville...9 32
8 55
condition
from
time
to
time
require.
10 45 4 00 6 10 ..Grand Rapids.. 9 15 12 25 +8 35
VT ATE S. O. E., Physicianand Surgeon. Offlee special assessment upon the iota and
Adulterated Food. — The state of New
p .ra.
ra. a. m.
Within the last year the premiums have
a. m. p.m. p.m.
x at residence ou the comer of River and lauds lying and abutting on said part ot
Eleventh streets, formerly occupiedby the late
been
raised
iu all the deparimeuts, the York has a prohibitory law in regard to
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
said street and on the street intersections
Dr. B.
43-ly.
accordingto frontage, each foot front to fence enclosing the grounds has been re- adulteration of food products. Tho stanFrom
From Muskegon
built, over two hundred feet of entile dard for instauce for Baking Powder
to Holland.
\f ANTING, A. G., Phybician aud Surgeon; be assessed alike. That said improve
sheds
creeled, an inexlmustable well sunk
Al offlee at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county, ment was determinedupon
p. m. a. m. a. in.
p. m. p.m. p.m.
the
should be Cream Tartar and Soda only,
26-ly.
3 01 10 10 +5 20 ....Holland. ... 1 10 3 00 9 40 Mich. Office hours from 12 to 2 p.
Common
Council
at
their
meeting
of and tiled, and many needed repairs are
3 25 10 30 5 55 ...West Olive...
no filling whatever. The firm of DeLand
2 35 9 17
September 16, 1884, at which meeting now being pushed to completion by the
Ph:t3gr»pher.
3 85 10 4 1 6 10
2 27 9 07
&
Co. made their Chemical Baking Powcommittee
in
charge.
4 00 11 00 6 35 ..Grand Haven.. 12 25 2 05 8 50
it was
LTIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer,Gal4 05 11 OS 6 40 ...Ferrvsburg... 12 20 2 00 8 40
The
auspicious
season,
the
enlargement
der
ou above basis before that law was
Resolved,That on Tuesday, the 7th day
4 40 1j 45 7 15 ... Muskegon... 11 55 1 25 +8 05 JLL lery opposite this offlee.
of the premiums and the new accommodaof
October,
1884,
at
7:30
p.
m.,
the
Compassed,
and their high standardof excelp m. p. m. a. m.
p. m.,p. m. p.m.
mon Council will meet at their rooms to tions for exhibitors,leads to the conviction lence attained on their Saleratus and Soda
WitchtiialJewelry.
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
consider any objections to said diagrams that the coming fair will at least equal
From Holland
P'rora Allegan to
1> REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
and perhaps excell in all its features any is sufficientguarantee that their ChemiHolland.
13 dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market and estimates that may he made.
previously held.
cal Baking Powder will be made as above
By order of the Common Council.
p. m. a. m. a. m.!
p. m a. m. p. m. and Eighth Street.
No one should come to the fair, like the
5 10 10 10 1 35
3 00 *8 00 10 10i.. Holland..
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
and of tho very best of materiols.Try it.
3 20 8 80 10 25|. Fillmore.. 4 55 9 so; 1 05 fl/rKHUYSEN, h., dealer In Watches. Clocks
bee to the flower, solely for the purpose of
3 35
8 .50 10 34 .Hamilton. 4 45 9 42 12 50
VT Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth anc
drawing out, but should come with some Put up In cans only.
9 30| 12 15
9 30 10 41 .Dunning.. 4 35
3 47
For Alabastine, Whiting and Colors in article fr«Mn the field or the orchard, I lie
Cedar streets,Holland
24-ly.
4 15 10 10 11 05 ..Allegan.. 4 15 9 031*11 35
St. John has two fruit evaporators
oil, go to the Central Drug Store.
p. m. a. m. p.m.
p. m. a .m. a. m.
dairy or the household and thus make the
which dry up a great many apples which
exhibition
a
true
index
of
the
productive• Mixed trains.
Kremers & Bangs.
t Runs daily,all other trains dally except Sunittiufcrtss.
ness ot the surrounding country aud the would otherwise be convertedinto elder.
day. All trains run bf Detroit time.
industry «f its Inhabitants.
Thus the temperance cause is promoted.
The Sherwin-Williams prepared paint
The society is not an individual or joint
7:50 am. arrivingat Grand Rapids at ’.0:15a m,
Froduce.Etc.
and at 10:05 p m. arriving at Muskegon at 12:10 a
stock association for the purpose ot makIn large and small cans at
M. L. Blair, Alderman 5th Ward,
m; also mixed tralus leave Holland, going south,
( WHOLESALE.)
ing money, but ft public enterprise in
Kremeks
&
Bangs.
at 5 50 a m and 8:55 a m.
Scranton,
Pa., stated Nov. 9, ’88: He had
(Correctedevery Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
which the farmer and the mechanics are
25
used Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil for sprains,
FITS: All Fits stopped free by Dr. alike interested,designed to elevate the
.. 8o a
1 00
Beans, V bushel..
Michigan and Ohio Railroad.
standard of agricultureby arousing a burns, cuts end rheumatism.
15
Butter, V lb .......
Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer. No fits
14
spirit of rivalry among husbandmen and
Eggs, $ dozen .....
Taking Effect August KM, 1884.
14 after first day’s use. Marvelous cures. to stimulate to greater activitythe invenHoney, V & ........
Bad Drainage causes sickness, bad
50
‘ QOXM WS8T
CentralTime
Q0IN3 EAST
tive
genius
of
the
mechanic.
Treatise
and
$2.00
trial
bottle
free
to
fits
blood
and improper action of the liver and
26
Potatoes, # bushel.
Au agriculturalfair is but another name
cases.
Send
to
Dr.
Kline,
931
Arch
St.,
BETAIL.
Pass.
Pass. Mix’d
kidneys is bad drainageto the human sysSTATIOHS Pass. Pass. Mix’d
fer a farmer’sschool, where the merits
30 Phlla.,
12-ly
A. M. P X. P. M
tem, which Burdeck Blood Bitters remeA. M. A. M. P. M.
and
demerits
of
cattle
and
bones,
sheep
1 25
5 20 5 10 L.Toledo.A 11 10 5 10 6 50
10 10
16
and
awine,
fruits
and
grains
may
be
caredy.
6
05
10
10
8
Oft
11 02
..Dundee’..
4 15 4 80
15
Eggs per dozen .....
15
Try “Margareta,”Alfred Wright’snew fully compared, where the new inventions
8 52 6 27 ...Britton.. 9 46 8 62 4 09
11 24
16
Honey per lb .....
9 02 6 31 .Ridge wav. 9 42 3 47 400
Fer the benefitof the people who do nft
11 29
perfume. For sale b
constantly placed on the market may he
5C
Onions, per bushel.
9 80 6 41 .Tecnmseh. 9 32 8 37 3 87
11 89
Bremers
&
Bangs.
30
Potatoes,
pea
bushel
already
know that DeLaod’s Saleratus and
examined"
find
tested
and
where
the
farmer
11 55 9 57 6 57 .. Tiuton... 9 17 8 22 3 00
may interchangeopinions with the rest of Soda is kept to the highest standardof ex12 08 10 26 7 10 Cambridge 9 05
3 08 2 30
3raln, Feed, Eto.
2 45 1 46
12 30 11 15 7 83 . Addison.. 8 43
the world and thus avail himself of the
( WHOLESALE.)
cellence, we would say that such is the
2 28 1 10
12 48 11 52 7 50 ..Jerome .. 8 26
knowledge of others and impart in return
(Correctedevery Friday by W. H. Beach.)
12 55 12 07 7 67 ..Moscow.. 8 20 2 21 12 55
case, while the price is no higher than
the
results
of
his
own
observation
and
ex8
09
807 ..Hanover.
2 10 12 80
1 06 12 30
Buckwheat, 9 bushel ............. @
8 18 ..Pulaski.. 7 59
1 69 11 65
1 17 12
periments. He should lay aside for awhile second-rate goods. Use DeLand’s only.
Bran, A 100 lbs ...................
@
1 38 1 88 8 40 .. Homer .. 1 87 1 88 11 00
Barley, V 100 lb ............. .......1 00@ 1 10
the cares of the farm and with wife and
205 2 42 9 09 ..Marshall III 1 12 936 Clover seed, 9 lb ....... .......... ft 4 00
cbiidrea attend these annual gatherings,
Beware of Frauds.— Be sure you get
9 20
1 00
2 17 3 10 9 22 ...Cereeco.. 6 59
Corn Meal fllOO lbs ................
1 15
has put in his shop
2 36 3 52 9 40 Battle Cr'k 6 40 12 42 8 32
see the cereal and vegetable productions the genuine Dr. Thomas’ EelectricOil.
Corn, shelled V bushel ............
58
a
large,
new
engine
256 4 40 P. X. Augusta. A. M. 12 22 7 54 Flonr, $ brl ................
4 60
and boiler, and the of his county, the flocks and herds of the It cures Colds, Croup, Asthma, Deafness
.Yorkville..
12 15 788
304 4 57
Fine Corn Meal V 100 ft>s .........
1 40
grazier, the wealth of the orchard and
12 09 7 25
..Richland..
8 10 5
latest im proved
Feed, ton. .....................@ 24 00
11 80 600
..Montleth.
vineyard, the flowers which the florist and Rheumatism.'
8 45 6 30
$ 100 lb
PuraP machinery, have skillfully arranged and the manifold
....Fisk...,
11 27 5 46
8 53 6 50
700
ton....
and is prepared to
..Kellogg.
585 Middling,
11 21
George Campbell, Hopkinsville,Ky.,
3 59 7 (M
V 100 lb
A Allegan L
11 10 5 15
furnish pomps, achievements of the inventive genius of
4 10 7 25
Oats, W bash
nshel.new.
says:
Burdock Blood Bitters is the best
his
lellowmen.
A.
X.
A. M
T. *• P. M.
Pearl
drive {mints, iron
Si]Barley, V 100 lb ......
Intoxicating
liquors
and
gambling
deRye
V bash....
preparation
for the Blood and Stomach
or wooden pipes,
Train Connections.
Timothy 8eed, B bnshel .......
vices should never be permittedat an agat wholesale or reever manufactured.
At Toledo, with all railroadsdiverging. At Dnn* Wheat, white fl bnshel.
riculturalfair to taint the young and prosdee, with T. A. A. & G. T. At Britton, with Red
tail, at the most
.............
Wabash, Bt Lonls A Pacific. At Tecnmeeh, with
titute the alms and objects of the Society.
LancasterRed, 9 bnshel....
reasonable
prices;
The Fountain of Youth.
_________
Lake Shorei & Mich. Southern. At Jerome with
RETAIL.
also agricultural The following is a program of the fair
L. 8. & M. 8. At Hanover with L. 8. A M. 8. At
Dyspepsia
is the prevailingmalady of
to
be
held
Sept.
80ib,
Oct,
1st,
2nd,
and
Homer, with L. 8. A M. 8. (Lansing Division) and Buckwheat, per bnshel ............
implements of all descriptions; the Estercivilisedlife. A weak dyspeptic stomach
Air Line Division of the Mich. Central. At Mar- Bran, per 100 Be ......... ........
3rd:
ly Twine Self-binder,the Rawson Reaper
shall, with M. 0. R. R. At Battle Creek, with Barley per 100 Bs. ................
acts very slowly or not at all on many kinds
FIRST DAY.
and Mower, the Howe Reaper and the AdChicagoA Grand Trunk and M\ C. R. R. At Mon* Clover seed per ft ...............
of food. Gases are extrfeated, acids are
Entries
may
be
made
at
the
Secretary’s
Corn
Meal,
per
100
lbs
.............
telth, with Grand Rapids A Indiana. At Allegan,
vance Mower, the Grand de Tours threeformed and become a source of pain and
with Chicago A West Mich, and L. 8. A M. 8.
Corn, shelled,per bashei ........
horse sulky plow, the Blssel, South Bend office on the Fair grounds at ony time
Flonr, per barrel;....' ..............
Trains all daily except Snndaj.
disease, until discharged. To be dypepplow, best Id the market, the Reraming- during the day ; also at any time by letter.
B. McHUGH,
Fine corn meal, per 100 fte ........
tic is to be miserable, helpless, depressed,
i
General Paasenger Agent. Feed, per ton ......................
ton iron-beam steel plow, Kalamazoo Entries m»y be made untilil noon of second
confused in mind, forgetful, Irresolute,
per 100 fte
day.
Spring Tooth drags, the best straight tooth
9 00 ®
drowsy, weak, languid and useless. It deSECOND
DAY.
harrow
for
finishing
land
made,
contain*
Ung. per
100 fte.
............
stroys the Teeth, Complexion, Strength,
log 60 teeth, South Bend steel grain drills,
At 12 o’clock m. the entry books will be
Peace of Miad, and Bodily ease. Il pro8 inches for every tooth, Dowagiac Wheel closed. At 1 o’clock p. m. viewing comSpring Tooth harrows,seeders and culti- mittees will report to the superintendentsduces Headache, Pain In Shoulders,
Attoraiyi.
vators combined, Albion Wheel Spring of their respective departments. At 1:80 Coughs, Tightness of Chest, Dizziness,
Tooth seeders and harrows combined, d. m. single trotting race for farmers’ Sour Eruptions of Stomach, Bad Taste
OWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
of
Stodebekerfarm and freight wagons, hones. At 5 p. m. the eeveral viewing in Month. Bilious Attacks, Palpitation of
Noun Public; River etreet.
Heart, Inflamation of Lungs, Palo In the
1 conclude net to tell my Back aid Sta- Kalamazoo open and > top buggies,
committees will begin tbelr examination.
region of the Kidneys, and a hundred
tionery business but "to run It for all It la new kind of walking cultivators, 5-tooth,
CtmmlirinXmUst.
At 2:80 p. m. trotting race for fermen’
worth”. So, I will hereafter make my 8-tooth, and 2-shovel, Detour sulky culti- doublo loams. At 8 p. m* exhibitionof other painful symptomi. Dyspepsia inBook store, headquartersto bay School vator, Aultmsn and Russel & Go. steam thoroughbred cattle. At 8 AO o’clock ex- variably yields to the tagetable retia
and
MiscellaneousBooks, Stationery and thrashers. Engines from one-horse to hibition of Graded Cattle. At fetfir o'clock in GOLDEN SEAL BITTERS,
eet market price paid far wheat. Offlee In Brick
purifier of the blood and restorer)
stare cor llckth AIFlak s tracts , Hallaafi,Mich. 17 Blank Books of all klade. H. D. POST.
om thotsaad-borsepower. Call add see exhibition of Working
and Steen.
In these complaints it baa bo
Holland, Sept. 12, 1884.
YUBD DAT. .
oat bottle. will provo a better
HeUand, Mick.,fApr.10, *84 ' At 12 o’clock e.m. oxhibWon of Hal* Hthitriia tWn a lengthy *
Diamond Dyos la all colon at the Cenlions for afT work. At 10 A0 exhibition of Bold by H. Walsh.
tral Drag Stare, only 10 oeata.
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WHO MARRIED THEM?

on with her occupation of
straightening and rearranging the
knives and fork* and spoons.
“I don’t see why you look like that,”
said Lily, a little discomfitted. “He’s
asnire as can be^ and he must have
money, you know, or he couldn’t live as
he does.”
“He hasn’t a cent,” said her mother
tartly. “I’ve told you so a dozen times.”
“But I’m sure you’re mistaken. He
subscribesto everything,he belongs to
the most expensive club, he always
hires the best horses and carriages in

“Never mind,” she said in a softer
it for you.”
“How do you mean ?”
‘TU get you off,” she explained,nodding encouragingly.
“But I— I— rather— like her you
know,” said Ned faintly.
“Nonsense!” croaked his mother,
“there’s nothing about her to like.”
“Don’t you think I’m the best judge
of what I like?” he asked, smiling
faintly under his drooping mustache.
“Certainlynot,” returned Mrs. Proctor, promptlv. “Not in a matter of
the livery stable, they say he takes claret this kind. I let you have everything
and champagne every day with his din* you like in the way of eating and drinking, and clothes and amusements, don’t
ner“And his mother pays for it all,” in- I?”

and went

tone, “I’ll fix

SUGGESTIONS OF VALUE.

THE LITERATURE OF KISSING.

fT

Gleaned From History, Poetry, Fiction, and
To ibon embroideries lay them on
Anecdote.
flannel, right side to the flannel.
-An Old Farmer on the Witnest’ Stand.
Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire,
Bub flat-irons on salt if they are
Now, what was the Question, Jedge?
gave Sleet, the butcher,a kiss for his rough. Beeswax will remove flakes of
WuRt did I understand?
For askin' ouestionacrosswise
vote nearly a century sin^e; and an- starch.
You're raally the mars ter hand.
other equally beautiful woman, Jane,
You see us both afore ye,
If a teaspoonful of turpentine is put
Borne older’n wo used to be;
Duches of Gordon, recruited her regiinto a washboilerand boiled with the
I married Jane Harsh that was,
ment in a similar manner. Ducan
And Jane Marsh married me.
clothes will whiten them perceptibly.
Mackenzie, a veteran of Waterloo, who
A very nourishing drink for an inI lived to Wickittrquock,
died at Elgin, Scotland, in 1866, deAnd worked to Mohegan, nigh;
valid
is made of whipped cream, sweetlighted in relating how he kissed the
And Jane, she lived to Gungywomp,
Gungywon
With BarahMatUdyFry,
Dnchess in taking a shilling from be- ened and mixed with highly flavored
As that was the shortest cut,
tween her teeth to become one of her wine.
Twas nst’ral enough, you see,
If you do not wish to lay on too
regiment, tbe Gordon Highlanders,betThat I should come acrost Jane,
And Jane should come acrost me.
ter known as the Ninety-second.The much fat, os stock-feederssay, eat lean
old Scottishveteran of ’87 has not left meat and few vegetables. Avoid much
Way down in the daisied pars ter,
With the cows all grazin' aboutj
one behind him to tell the same tale sugar or butter.
And leetle twitterin' birds
Ned raised his eyebrows and shrug- about kissing the blue-eyed Duchess in
terrupted
Mrs.
Frink.
Reading aloud with the teeth closed
A-fl!ckerin’inandout,
“Well, suppose she does. She has ged his shoulders.
And buttercupsand butternios
the market-place of Dutkill.
for two hours a day, is said to cure
As yaller as gold could be—
“Well, why can’t you be satisfied
money then, and it will be his in time.
An American naval officerwho had stammering. Vinegar is best to mix
Twas there that I courtedJane,
then ? Don’t you see that if there’s an- spent some considerable time in China
That’s just the same as if he had it.”
stove polish with.
And there Jane courted me.
“How can it be his in time, if he other to feed and clothe there’ll be less narrates an amusing experience of the
A piece of matting neatly tucked
Bho was little, an’ thin, an' shy,
spends it all beforehand ?” demanded for you? Besides marrying’s a thing Chinese maiden of the custom of kiss- down by an outside door will protect
Like the slip of the summer moon
Mrs. Frink, sharply as to tone, though can’t be undone in a hurry if you don’t ing. Wishing to complete a conquest their carpet, and will require less care
That comes out new in the sky,
When roses are red in June;
happen to like it. Better keep out of he had made of a young mei jin (beaua little vaguly as to construction.
than a piece of oloth.
She wouldn'tsay yes or no,—
it.” She laid her knife and fork across tiful lady) he invited her— using En“Well,
I’m
engaged
to
him,
anyhow,”
But land I any lunk could see
Ladies whose parlors are filled with
That I was in love with Jane,
said Lily, turning sullenly away, “I’m the plate and rose with decision. “Send glish words— to give him a kiss. Finda “pretty litter of bric-a-brac,”often
And Jane was in love with me.
me
a
carriage
at
11,"
she
said,
“I
owe
very sure,” she added to herself, as
ing her comprehensionof his request
preier, for reasons which are pateut to
What ministertied the knot?
she took her way through the hall to them Frinks a call”
somewhat obscure, he suited the action all housekeepers, to do their own dustWho married us? Yes; oh, well—
“I
wish
you’d
let
the
matter
alone,
the whilom lumber room, now metato the word, and took a deliciouskiss.
Now that you've come to the p int,
ing. For the delicate trifles which a
morphosed into a studio. “I’m very mother,” urged Ned, “you’ll only make The girl ran away into another room,
That's easy enoueh to tell,
brush may knod over, a pair of small
The minister? Yes; ies' so!
sure it will be much pleasanterliving me ridiculous.”
thoroughly alarmed, exclaiming, “Ter- bellows will be found very convenient,
Twas the jestice,that used to be,—
“Ridiculous
!”
she
croaked
in
her
with him at the Fremont than going on
rible man-eater. I shall be devoured.”
Banire Holcomb, of Quockataug,
and in Germany, where they are quite
hoarsest note. “Am I ridiculous ?”
He married Jane Marsh and me.
like this at home.”
But in a moment, finding herself uninoften
put to this use, the little bellows
The question was unanswerable.
“Going on like this” referredto Miss
jured, she returned to him saying : “I
are themselvesmade into ornamental
“There’s
Mrs.
Proctor
coming
up
the
Lily’s attempts to eke out her slender
would learn more of your strange rite. objects to hang in the palor, by coverNed Proctor's Mother.
allowance of pocket money by decorat- walk,” said Mrs. Frink. “Coming to Kees me.” He knew it wasn’t right, but
ing the sides with embroidery and tying plates, cups and saucers, tiles, fans, call on her daughter-in-law that is to he kept on instructingher in the rite of
ing a ribbon bow on the handies.
Miss Lily Frink awoke with a vague
be,
I
suppose,”
she
added
sarcastically.
ribbons, shells, panels, etc., for people
kee-es me, until she knew how to do it
•ense that something had happened. with purses better filled than her own.
The latest fashion in table covers is
Lily met the visitor at the door with like a native Yankee girl. And after
What was it? She looked about the At the holiday season she sold a good her most amiable smile
to knit them; occupation is thus prothat she suggested a second course, refoom — at the crimson Canton flannel
“We’re so glad to see you,” she said, marking, “Kee-es me some more, seen vided .for those who do not feel equal
many of these things to kindly discurtains, the corner bracket with its
posed acquaintances of the family, who laying the large pudgy hand upon her jine, Mee-lee-kee!"(Anglice- American), to high art in needle work, or whose
lambrequin of macrame lace, and its
thought it very creditable that she arm, and leading her to the most com- and the lesson went on until her mam- eyes will not stand the strain. These
•Chinese vase, from which drooped should show a dispositionto relieve fortable chair.
table covers are of silk ; old silk dresses,
ma’s voice rudely awakened them from
three peacocks’ feathers ; at the dressold
ribbons that are too faded or
“Whew
!
it’s
very
warm,”
exclaimed
her widowed mother and her smalltheir delicious dream.
ing case covered with a litter of rib- salaried brother of the burden of pro- the visitor untying her bonnet strings,
streaked to be of any further use are
Tom Hood once asked whether Hanbons and flowers pertainingto her toividing her with the thousand and one and fanning herself vigorously. It was nah More had ever been kissed — that is transformedinto things of beauty by
lette of the previous evening. Flowers
superfluities a girl in society finds in- only April, but Mrs. Proctor was al- to say by a man. It is almost impossi- being cut into narrow strips and third
—oh, yes, the flowers recalled it.
or a fourth of an inch in width, and
ways too warm.
dispensable.
ble to imagine such a thing, and yet it
She was engaged!
then are knit on large needles of wood.
“I met your son as I was coming,”
has been asserted by the author of “ReShe was not at all in love with her
That may seem a strange event to
she
continued
to Mrs. Frink. “He’s a jected Addresses.”But to think of her If you have old black silk, make a boroccupation for its own sake, however,
have been effaced from a young lady’s
der of that. The cover may be finished
fine, capable young man. I wonder he
being kissed on the sly and in churchmind by a night’s sleep, but then it was and the long dull period during which isn’t thinking of marrying, I should
with a fringe of silk, cut in strips of the
time. Horace Smith distinctly affirms
not an entirely now event to Miss Lily. no customer appeared, and the cups and think he was able to support a wife,
proper length, and wide enough so that
that on a certain occasion
She had been engaged before, several saucers and shells slowly accumulated he’s so industrious.”
they may be fringed by drawing the
“Sidney
Morgan
was
playing
the
organ,
on the tables and shelves of her studio,
jiynefl, indeed, but for some reason her
While behind the vestry door
threads out. This thread is tied in as
Mrs.
Frink
smiled
darkly,
and
Horace Twiss was snatching a kiss
engagementsseemed singularly lacking was very dispiriting.Indeed, but for glanced with a scarcely perceptiblenod
thread is put in the momie cloth tidies.
From the Ups of Hanna More."
the consent and irritating goading of
in the quality of permanency.
at Lily.
Screens.— A simple and easy made
Little
Em’ly
didn’t
care
a
bit.
She
She sat up in bed, the thick,- sleep- her mother, the studio would have been
fire
screen, has, instead of ordinary
saw
me
well
enough,
but
instead
of
“Yes,”
she
assented,
suppose
again surrendered to the dispossessed
ruflled braids of her brown hair falling
George could support a wife if he turning round and calling after me, ran panel, a rod across the top, from which
spiders and mud-daubers.
over her shoulders, her uncurled bangs
away laughing. This obliged me to depends a full curtain of velveteenwith
Throwing herself into the faded old chose.”
jutting wildly out above her forehead
run after her and she ran so fast that a dadd of stamped plush, studded with
“Perhaps
it
would
suit
him
better
to
and leaning forward far enough to arm chair, whose shabbiness had dismissed it from more frequented rooms, have a wife to support him,” rejoined we were very near the cottage before I small spangle?. For anyone who has
bring her face within range of the mirtime and taste for embroidery, a strip
she east a glace of angry disdain at the Mrs. Proctor with her hoarse laugh. canght her.
xor.
of sateen, decorated with needle- work,
“Oh,
it
is
you,
is
it?"
said
little
“How do you do, Mrs. Ned Proctor?’’ heterogeneouscollectionof dolf and “That’s what my Ned’ll have to have.
may take the place of the plush. A
porcelain, then fixed a tearful gaze up- I’ve always supported him, and he Em’ly.
jibe saiil, smilingly to the white-robed
screen to take in the hand, or put in a
“Why,
you
knew
who
is
was,”
said
imago which smiled dimly back to her on a melancholy owl depicted on a don’t know the first thing about making
movable rest, is made by covering a
David.
a living for himself. I tell lim I’m
through the folds of the mosquito net. green silk banner.
“And didn’t you know who it was?” long handled Japanese fan with black
“It’s always the same tune,” she said willing to support him until he marries,
Then she threw herself back upon the
said Em’ly. I was going to kiss her, satin, on which is worked, in silver
pillow again, her hands clasped be- despondently.“No money— no money. and then he’ll have to look to his wife.
bnt
she covered her cherry lips with gray silk, a representationof a spider’s
neath her head, and gave herself up to What does mamma expect? A girl I can’t be bothered with a young wowho
has money herself can’t expect to man’s whimsies. I suppose you could her hand and said she wasn’t a baby web, which may be drawn from nature
xeminisence.
support a husband quite nicely now,” now, and ran away, laughing more than without much trouble. The web is
Miss Lily was rather a plump, pi- marry a millionaire.”
While she communed thus sadly with she continued, turning to Lily. “I’m ever, into the house.— Dni’id Copper- worked, on a large scale, much the
quant little person, with a smooth, fair
same way that ladies were fond of ornaher
own soul as typified by the melan- told you’ve a very pretty talent for field.
complexion,'a trifle freckled in a
menting buttons a few years ago— bars
“I
could
not
be
sure
that
it
was
he,
strong light, and clear china blue eyes choly owl. Mr. Ned Proctor sat at painting.”
radiating from a center, and lines o;
so
strange
he
lodked,"
continued
the
“Indeed! I’ll never support any man,”
which, totally destitute of expressionat breakfast with his mother, in an alchild, “else I would have run to him silk going around, with a stitch taken
most
equally
despairing
frame
of mind. said Lily indignantly.
other times, twinkled pleasantly when
“Oh, ho,” croaked the old lady.show- and bid him kiss me now before all the over the bar at each intersection, to
His mother was the very antipode of
ahe laughed.
people, even as he did yonder among prevent the circulareffect demanded
Just now they twinkled very pleas- Mrs. Frink, a dark ponderous woman ing her yellow teeth in a broad laugh.
the dark old trees. What would the for the button. The other side of tho
“Look
out
you
get
one
that
can
supwith a hoarse voice, and a waddling
antly, indeed, and a complacentsmile
fan may be covered with plain satin
gait that reminded one of a frog.
port you then, my dear. I didn’t know minister have said, mother ? Would he
curved her lull red lips.
with a Hat bow in the center, and tho
have
clapped
his
hand
over
his
heart,
Ned, on the contrary, was a most ele- but that was what the women are after.
'•Nod Proctor!” she said in a tone of
handle may be colored red or black.
and
scowled
on
mo
and
bid
me
bemingled triumph and surprise,“the gant creature, with soft, fine, dark hair, They’re making such a fuss now a days
a pale completion, and large gently about their right to work. I never gone?”
girls will hardly believe
I wonder
Slang up to Date.
“What should he say, Pearl!” anbow ho feels about it this morning? ’ eyes of that indefinablehue between knew they hadn’t tbe right to work as
Tho
slang
word of the moment is “eleswered Hester, “save that it wan no
Here she drew one of her plump hands gray and black, perhaps the most fas- much as they wanted to. I worked
gaut.”
Every
thing is “elegant” now,
time to kiss, and that kisses are not to
from beneath her head and looked at a cinating of all eyes. They wore a when I was young, and helped my husfrom a cheap cigar to a thunder storm.
be
given
in
the
market-place?
Well
band lay up all he made. All I've got
ring on the first Anger. It was not the troubled expressionat the moment.
The breakfastbeing served in their belongs to me by right as well as by for thee, foolish child, that thou didst A business man came bustling into a
regulation solitairewhich is the usual
restaurantrecently.
own parlor, the mother and son were law. I count that I made it myself, not speak to him.”— Scar/e/ Letter.
visible sign and token of the pre-mat“How is the kidney stew to-day?" ho
“Ah. nad a’e th y tha Know not love,
rimi nial contract, but a heavy ring with quite alone, and he had just confessed every dollar of it, and more too. 1
But far from pasftion'ft tear* and smiles
yelled to a friend.
Drift d >wn a nsoonlesn nea beyond
A black onyx setting,on the face of that he was engaged to marry Lily looked after the cattle and sheep and
“Elegant, elegant,” said his friend,
The livery coastR of fairy i»les
managed the place two-thirds of the
which a monogram was outlined in tiny Frink.
And sadder they whoso lodginglips
enthusiastically.
It had been a veritable confession, ac- time, while Proctor was away buying
Kiss empty air. and never touch
diamonds.
People talk about an elegant sail
The dear. Worm mouth of those they love,
“I wonder how I feel about it my- companiedby all the trepidation and and selling. When he died he gave
down the bay, and it is only a day or
Waiting,wasting, suffering much."
Ned his half, as he had a right to do, —.1 Idrich.
:aelf,” she continued, reflectivelytwist- sense of gnilt the word implies.
two ago that a dispatch from Boston,
and I kept my own. Ned spent his
AFTER DEATH KISSES.
“What
in
the
world
possessed
yon
to
ing the rather loosely-fitting ring on
in one of the New York papers, spoke
I believe if I should die
her finger. “I must get up and tell do that ?” croaked Mrs. Proctor. “That share, but I’ve saved mine, and I mean And you should kiss my eyelids where I lie
of the “elegant base-ball” playing of
Frink girl’s os artful as Satan, and her to save it Ned and I can live comforCold, dead, and dumb to all the world conmamma.”
the champion team. Such expressions
tain-*.
Mrs. Frink was neither plump nor mother’seven artfuler. I should think tably on my interest, and that’s all we The folded orbs would open at your breath;
as “a perfectly elegant sail” to Coney
piquant, though the general resemblance you could have seen that for yourself.” can do, and all I mean to do. I shan’t And from Its exile in the Isles of death
Island, the “elegant music" at the
between herself and her daughter Ned leaned his head weekly upon his break into my capital for anybody. So Life would come gladly back along my veins. beach, aud so on, are common. So
—Lorer's
Creed.
Tendered probable the conjecturethat hand, and fanned himself with his if any woman wants to marry him bad
much has the word been abused that
“Gone to sleep with the tender smile
enough to undertake to support him,
ahe might have been both in youth, and handkerchief.
Froze on her silent lips,
“elegant is no longer elegant, but an
Bv the farewell kiss of the angel Death,
“Of course you’ll do nothing of the she can do it, but she needn't look to
while circumstanceshad been such as
adjective that has become threadbare
Like the last fair bud of a faded wreath
to lift her above those small crampings kind,” his mother went on, ts&ing her me, that I can tell her.”
Whose bloom the white frost nips.
and commonplace through unmerited
Poor Lily, flushed and paled, looking
and pecuniary,worries so unfavorable chop in her fingers and attacking it
"In rain he weeps, In rain he si hs,
abuse.
imploring
at
her
mother,
who
listened
Her
cheek
Is
cold
as
ashes,.
to the pieservationof attractive attrib- with her short yellow teeth. “I have
The regular slang of the moment
Nor
love’s own kiss shall awake those eyes
utes ; but the attrition of lowered for- enough to do paying yonr bills without with lowered lids and unmoved counteTo lift their silent lashes."
hitches on the words: “What’s the
—Campbell.
tunes had induced a physical leanness taking the extravagantlittle minx on nance.
matter with
?” For instance, two
A short silence ensued, Mrs. Frink
“Life's autumnal blossoms fall
and a mental sharpness fatal to femi- my hands; so yon can just go this
shabbily-dressedyoung men, without a
And
earth’s brown clinging lips Imoress
nine charms. Her thin, pointed face, morning and tell her your mother waited a little in order to deliver her
The long cold kiss that waits us all."
penny between them, decide to goJ upshot with deliberation.
“That hall wed ground— where .mourned an
ahriveled like an untimely peach, wore won’t allow it.”
town.
One of them drawls :
missed,
“Icawn’tdo that, you know,” said “I’m sure you’re quite right,” she
a constant look of repressed complaint,
“I say, me boy, let’s take a cab and
The lips repose our love has kissed.”
lier small pale eyes had an incisive Ned, wiping his forehead. “I never said in her measured voice, at the same —Campbell.
go up-town.”
-gleam, and her voice a plaintive cadence really meant to -propose,but I cawn’t time unmasking the needle batteries of
“What’s the matter with walking?”
Hard
Times
in
Trade.
her eyes, but you ought to take him to
act like a cad, yon knowl”
eloquent of woe.
“Nothin’.”
Ned had been abroad, and he affected New England where men are scarce;
A ragged and hungry man asked a
fcjbe was in the breakfast room, hoverAnd they walked.
the
society of the young Englishmen our girls are not reduced to such ex- gentleman for money enough to buy a
ing about the table with that depressed
“What’s’ the mattef” means almost
meal.
air of minute attention to the family who came over as cotton buyers for the tremities yet.”
anything nowadays. It is said that it
“Oh ! I’m not anxious,” retortedMrs.
“Cannot you secure employment?”
comfort which she perpetually wore, Manchester factories.
was started by Schoolcraft, the minstrel,
Mrs. Proctor looked at him aith Proctor, with an uneasy toss of her asked the gentleman.
when Lily entered and, coming up bewho has a scene with his partner, Coes,
“No. sir; the cheap railroad fares
hind her, put her arms about the scar- severity, bnt his elegant dejection head. “A son’s different from a daughin which they indulge in the “what’s
let shawl that draped her spare should* pierced her heart through all the super- ter. If he never marries there’s no have killed mv business,” replied the
tiie matter with” I ngo to an extraordi«ers, and held the onyx ring close before incumbent flesh. She was very proud harm. Everybody knows it’s his own man, despondently.
nary extent. Mr. Coes threatens to
“Ah, how is that?”
her eve*. Mrs. Frink took hold of the of being the mother of so much grace, fault.” She rose ’as she spoke, offering
throw Mr. Schoolcraft out ot the win“All the bank cashiers go to Canada
band and pushing it farther away look- and always somewhat bewildered as to her hand to Lily. “Don’t trouble to
dow, and the latter asks : “What’s the
how it had come about There were come to the door,” she said, “I can walk when they are short in their accounts matter with the door?” In the same
ed attentively at the ring.
“Well,” she asked, “what does that times, indeed, when as she looked at very well without help. Practiceyour now.'
way, when he threatens to stand his comhim, a terrible doubt of the reality of it painting well, my dear. I think it's
“What has that to do with your bus- panion on his head, the latter wishes to
. mean?”
would sieze upon her and an appalling quite right a girl should know how to iness?”
“Do you recognizeit!"
know again what’s the matter with
“I used to bo a masked robber,” re“It’s like that ring 1 have noticed on fear that he might rise up and repudi- earn her own living. Good-by, Mrs.
standing on his feet, and so on indefate her. She had read of children, Frink. Tell Mr. George it’s quite time plied the beggar, “and when a cash er
^ed Proctor’sfinger.”
initely. The expression has become
“It is the ring you’ve noticed on Ned changed in the cradle, discovering their he was thinking of marrying. He’s get- was short in his accounts he’d send for very common now, but has ndt, and
ting
quite
bald;”
and
she
waddled
away
me, an^ I’d tie him and all his family probably never will, reach the point atProctor's finger,” returned Lily, releas real parentage after they had arrived at
man’s estate, and though shehad nursed with her frog-like chuckle.
up and demand the keys to the bank at
ing her hand.
“The horrid old thing !” ejaculated the point of a pistol, and so •help him tained by probably the most popular
“Oh !” said her mother coldly, “you him herself through all his years of inbit of slang, since the war— the expresfant incapacity, as she now suppotred Lily, wiping her blue eyes on the end out in his accounts. But he flings the
are going too far, I think."
sion should smile,” with the virions
accounts in the stove now, and goes to
“But it’s serious," said Lily, laughing his hardly more capable manhood, this of her sash.
changes
“tittering.”“gasping,”
“Well, I hope your satisfied,” said Canada. Times are hard on all kinds
irrational fear would still haunt her
•delightedly.
“gurgling " and “snickering” that are
her mother dryly.
of tridefi—Pittsburyh
Chronicle-Tellike a nightmare.
“Serious! what do you mean ?”
constantly rung on it— New York pun.
The clock struck 12.
It seized upon her now as *he looked
egraph.
•“We'ro engaged.”
‘Tve been engaged just twelve
".'Lily?” Mrs. Frink’s tone was ox* at him across the table, one hand supPoets and novelists have expended
Douglas Jerbold was a keen obser-presaiue of despair rather than sur- porting his beautiful head, the other hours,” sighed Lily, taking off the onyx
their finest efforts, not always successver.
He
once
said:
“Fix
yourself
'
thrown negligentlyover the back of his
prise.
upon the wealthy. In a word, take this fully, to bring back the days of child“Well, why not?” asked Lilv, pout- chair, the long finger loosely claspinga
“Madame,” saida gentleman, offering I for a golden rule through life: Never, hood. Bat one bite into a sour “green
Jng defiantly and twisting the ring white handkerchief.So rare and. line a rose to a lady, “allow me to present never, have a friend th j»t is poorer than apple” will carry one straight ba<?k to
a crcalure must not be harshly dealt
about.
you to one of y^\i siiters.”
J
| to the days of childhood in reality^
*
Mrs. Frink emitted a slight groan, \\
BT IDA WHIPPLE BENHAM.
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“As G«5

A

as Hew,"

are the worts used tj a ladjr, who waa atone
time given up by the moat eminent physicians, and left to die. Reduced to a mere
skeleton,pale, and haggard, not able to leave
her bed, irom all those distressingdiseases
peculiar to suffering females,such as displacement, leuoorrhcea,inflammation, etc.,
etc. She began taking Dr. Pierce's “Favorite Prescription,” and also using the local

treatments recommended by him, and Is now,
she says, “as good as new.” Price reduced
to $1. By druggists.

Whv is death like a tin-pan tied to a dog’a
? Because It Is bound to occur (a our).

tall

Hlgh.PrleedBatter.
Dairymen often wonder how their more
favored competitors get such high prices for
their butter the year round. It is by always
having a uniform gilt-edged article. To put
the “gilt edge" on, when the pastures do not
do It, they use Wells, Richardson & Co.’s Improved Butter Color. Every butter maker
can do the same. Sold everywhere, and warranted as harmless as salt and perfect In
operation.

tnd everything in' tbe nature of eruptions,
attack. When the earliest twinge is felt, com- b.otchei. pimples,ulcers, scrofuloushumors,
bat the approachingevil with Hostetler's Stom- and incipientconsumption, which Is nothing
more nor less than scrofula of the lunge,
ach Bitters,and Urns avert it That fine blood
completely out of the system. It stimulates
depurent and generalregulatoris a desirable and invigorates the liver, tones up the
substitote for the fiery excitants of commerce,
stomach, regulates the howeis, purines the
which overheatthe blood, disorder the stomach, blood, and builds up tho weak places of tbe
and merely produce exhilaration without bene- body. It Is a purely vegetablecompoun I, and
fit. Ah the medium of reformation of a disorderlyconditionof the stomach, bowels, or will do more than is claimed for iu We re er
to Dr. Pierce’s “Golden Medical Discovery."
liver, It Is highly regarded from a professional
standpoint,and Its excellenceas & defense
The reason a country editor can live on
agaiust malaria, and antidote to it, Is thoroughly
established.To multiply proof in behalf of a one square meal a day Is because he has
remedy, the merits of which are so generally “patent Insides."— .Veu’/nan hub p nden'..
admitted, is of conrse unnecessary. For over a
third of a century, beneath the Observation ot
Throw Away Trusses
the American people and medical profession, it
has been working out its mission of good, begun when the prejudice against proprietary
remedies, now happily overcome, was strongly
felt, yet no dissentingviews have ever been
stamps for pamphlet and references.World's
expressed about Its etUcacy.
DispensaryMedical Association,6J8 Main
street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Is the too frequent precursor of a rheumatic

A mob at Ironton, Mo., was suddenly dispersed. A brass band was out serenading In
that vicinity.— Paris Beacon.
Horsford’s Add Phosphate
FOR OVERWORKED PROFESSIONALMEN.
Dr. Charles T. Mitchell,Canandaigua,N.
Y., says: “I think It a grand restorer of

\

“It Knocks the Spots,”

Severe Wetting

SSSHSE

would soon give to the public, much was expected, because of the vast improvements
the cases which had been affectedby them in reed Inwhich Drs. Starkey & Pulen, of 1109 Girard struments, and the acknowledgedsuperexstreet, Philadelphia,
are so successfully treat- eellence of their organs. These expectations
ing with Compound Oxygen are what are are fully justified by tho pianos which they
known as abandoned or “desperate" cases
are producing, which have extraordinary
many of them a class which no physician of purity and refinement of tone. Every meany school would undertaketo cure. They chanic will see that the peculiaritiesof their
aie, In fact, mJi as have run the gauntlet of exconstruction must add greatly to their duperiment within the regular Hchonls of vudicinc rability and especially their capacity to keep
and quackery without, until between dlscone* In good tune.
and drugs the patient in reduced to the twldnd
This company have as great a future In
and moHt deplorable condition.No treatment their pianos as they are already realizing lu
can be subjected to a severertest. Write for their organs, which are confessedly unInformation In regard to Its nature and action. equalled among such Instruments.—Bosloii

Abandoned Canes.
A comparatively large number of

—

Hay-Fever Is a typo of catarrh having peculiar symptoms. It Is attended by an In
flamed condition of the lining membrane of
the nostr.ls, tear-ducts an 1 throat, affecting
the lungs. An acrid mucus is secreted, the
discharge Is accompanied with a burning sensation.There are severe spasms of sneezing,
frequent attacks of headache,watery and
Inflamed eyes. Ely's Cream Halm is a remedy
founded on a correct diagnosisof this disease
and can be depended upon. f>0 cts. at druggists; 00 cts. by mail. Bample bottle by mail
10 cts. Ely Bros.. Druggists,Owego, N. Y.
Cod-Liver OH,

made from

selected

livers on the sea shore, by Caswell,Hazard
& Co., New York. It Is absolutelypure and

sweet. Patients who have onoe taken It
prefer It to all others. Physicians have decided It superior to any of the other oils In

market
Hair-dressingsshould be free from rancidity, should neither gum nor dry the hair,
and should be of such a nature that the hair
bulbs would receive strength. Carhollne is
the only one that seems to fill tho hill.
Chaffed Hands, Face, Pimples and rough
Skin, cured by using Juniper Tar Soap, made
by Caswell, Hazard & Co., New York.

Skinny Men. “Wells’ Health Rcncwer" restores
health and vigor,euros Dyspepsia, Impotence.$1.
of the incipient stages of
In time.

Consump-

tion Take Plso's Cure

Traveller.

_

Bored to Perfection.

He had been talking steadilyfor an
hour to the man in the same seat with
him, and observed
“

Well, I

For a cold in the head, there is nothing so
good as Plso's Remedy for Catarrh.

.

Great Problem.

—Take

all

—Take

all

*

ju«t
that

I

to

intend to open a bro-

ker’s office.”

But have you determined to do so?”
asked the other.
“ Yes, I think so, but why?”
“ Well, I was thinking you would be
successful in the artesian well business.”
“ What makes yon think so ?”
“ Oh, nothing, only you understand
boring so thoroughly.”
'And then neither of them spoke until
the city was reached.
“

“Rough on Pain." Porous Plaster, for Backache, pains in the Chest, Rheumatism. 25c.
One greasing with Frazer Axle Grease will
two weeks, all others two to three days.

last

the Kidney and Liver

Medicines,

the Blood purifiers,
— Take nil the Rheumatic remedies,
—Take all tho Dyspepsia and indigestion
cures,
—Take nil the Ague, Fever, and bilious
specifics,
— Take all the Brain and Nerve force
revivers,
—Take all the Great health restorers.
—In short, take all the best qualitieso
ill these, and the*
* ---—best
—Qualities of all the best medicinesin
the world, and you will find that — Hop
—Bitters have the best curative qualities
and powers of
— concentrated
—In them, and that they will cure when
any or all of these, singly or —combined
—Fail A thorough trial will give positive proof of
x

,

[

all

this.

Hardened Liver.
Five years ago I broke down with kidney and liver complaint and rheumatism
Since then I have been unable to be about
at all. My liver became hard like wood
my limbs were puffed up and filled with
water.
All the best physicians agreed that nothing could cure me. I resolved to try Hop
Bitters; I have used seven bottles; the
hardness has all gone from mv liver, the
swelling from my limbs, and it has worked
a miracle in my case; otherwise I would
have been now in my grave. J. W. Morey,
Buffalo, Oct. 1, 1881.

Poverty and Suffering.
“I was dragged down with debt, poverty
ad snffoi
suffering for years, caused by a sick
and
family
imilv and large bills
biUs for doctoring.
*T was completely discouraged, until one
year ago, by the advice of my pastor,I commenced using Hop Bitters, and in one
month we were all well, and none of us
have seen a sick day since, and I want to
say to all poor men, you can keep your
families well a year with Hop Bittersfor
doc'
less than one doctor's
visit will cost I

what
it he said
amid be
he

owe my

1

life

to hla

s?a

do for me, and 1I beUstsmedicines and care.

FRED

F.

___

TRULL.

Hudson. Mats. May 25th, 1881.

DR. SCHENGK’S

SCHENCK’S MEDICINES:

DR.

MANDRAKE PILLS,

MEDICINES!

SEAWEED TONIC,
and PULMONIC

STROP

Druggists,and full dlreotio—
for their use are printed on the wrappers ot
every package.

UNDOUBTED CURES

Are sold by

Oil

CONSUMPTION,
Tho Originalsof tho following Letters, as
many thousand others, which lack of

well as

I

b

Nhort-Hs
[MIMWJ:
RS*
NE BROS
VALENTIN!
or
ere.

Situ stio
JtnesTllle,

Address

'

unfssss&em

f AND— LAND-300,000 acres

for sale In t
Li and Western Nebraska.R. R. and U. 8,
Correspondence eollrited. LI DOLE 111(08.
fleesat Gothenburg. Neb., and Denver Junction.

DR. SMITH'S 6ERMRN WORM REMEDY.
how and Never failing.Pleasantand safe. J. A. KING A OO*
UlilcaKo. wholesale agents.
when exercise should be taken, Ac. This
£«r**L °n s new prineipW.»e
book Is the result of many years of experience In the treatment of Lung Diseases, and usUnation.P. Harold Hsyca,M. D„ Bln«h»iuton.5. Y.
should be read not only by the afilicted,but
by those who, from hereditarytaint or other
forms, ‘also valuable Information In regard
to the diet and clothing of the sick,

ACYURflA

FOR THE CURE OF

AGUE

FEVER and

ASTHMA
MASON & HAMLIN

cause, suppose theimelvcs liable to any affec-

CHILLS and FEVER,
IND ILL ILIIIU DISEASES

STILES

Or

The proprietor of this celebrated medietna justly claim* for it a superiorityover
all remediei ever offered to the pnblio for

MANENT cure

Ague and Fovor, or Chilli
and Fevtr, whether of ihort or long itanding. Ho refers to tho entire Western and
Southern country to bear him toitimony to

‘

Address Dr.

J.

For Cash, Easy Payments or Ranted.

H. Bchenck A Son, 537 Arch

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Upright Pianos

^

pre Renting very highest excellence yet aS*
Ulin*il inauchlnitruments;
adding to all prerioee
Improvementson*• of greater
greater vaiM
value than any
rut ; seeo£
Recur*

______

CONSUMPTION CAN BE ODEED,
J. H. Bohence.Philadelphia:
Dear Rir -Home year* ago I waa taken with inflam-

Dr.

mation of Uie lunge, and, although treated by two of
tbe lx*8t phyaldana of thia city, I gradually grow
wone. until I had hemorrhagesquite frequently.
They uaually occurred in the morning, and averaged
fully a pint of clear blood at a time. I had night
swoatR every night, and my weight,which was 1W Hr.
when I w»r And taken rick, graduallymn down to 128
ibR. My nighta were almoRt Rlceuleaa, owing to Revere
pain in my bread. back and ahouldera.and a continued
cough. I was ho Rick that my phyriciana gave up all
hope of‘ my
my^recoverv.^
recovery. II^heu
then Wan
negu te
to trv
try medicinca
medicine*

iiity; caucclally
avoid
tune. Illuatrated Catalogue
Catalogue* tree.

MASON A HAMLIN ORGAN AND PIANO CO.,
lt*k

Hops&Malt

At laaf.by the advice'of a friend, I concluded to nae'
your remedies.I began by uring all your medicines

‘

me

BITTERS

was told by my phyaldana that I had Consumption,
and I believe myself I had. and that your medicines
cured me. Yours very truly, J. C. KLLUJTT,
OctolKT 29th,
Binghamton, N. Y.
P. 0. Box 1912. care Barrett's Music Store.
I

floient

BULL’S SARSAPARILLA is the oli and
remedy for imparitiesof the blood
end Scrofulous affections—the King of
reliabls

Blood Puriflen.
DR. JOHN BULL’S VEGETABLE
DESTROYER is prepared in the form of
candy drops, attractive to the light and
pleasant to the taste^

1881.

WORK

_

JOHN

DR.

BUZaZa’B

SMITH’S TONIC SYRUP,
BUITS SARSAPARILLA,
BULL’S WORM DESTROYER,

I

HUDSON RIVER

Ml

TBE

Nr.w Yoke, November 8th, 1881.
Dr.Schkxck:
Dear Htr-In looking over one of your l>ookB, In
which I find so many letters recommending your
medicines,I have thought to myself now negligentI
have been in not making ray ease public, that others
might take warning. In visiting my friends in Now
Jersey,a short time since, my attention was drawn to
the many advertisement*in large letters on different

lion.
etc.,

|

I
I

StationAgent of the Hudson River Railroad
Company at Tirrytown,a man well known in that

Tabrttowk, N. Y„ Feb, 22,

l)8t.

Bitrsaparilla,Can
combined with an

REGULATE THE BOWELS,

I

They cure Rheumatism, and all Urinary troubles.They invigorate,
nourish, strengthenend quiet
the Nervous System.
si

Tonlo they have no Kqual*

Take none but Hope sad Malt Bitters.

-

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

-

Hops and Malt Bitters 0*»
DETROIT, MICE

-«aa
CatabhH

nmitnuin
Causes no Pnhk-

<

Givos Relief

truly,

vere, the

Mill

THEY CUBE DYSPEPSIAft IUmtnLj
As! spoa theLIvtraadKidnsis,

As

R. R.

_____

BLOOD

Lifer and Kidney Remedy,
I Compounded from tbe well known
Curative*He m. Malt. Buchu, Man*

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED.

buildingsand fences:Dr.Bcbenek's Pulmonic Hyrup.
Bcawocd Tonic and MandrakePills. A* I looked at
Uicro. tear* of gratitude fell from my eyes, and I
thought what a blessing that such a man as Dr.ncbcuck
Prlaelpal Offles, 831 Mala St., LOUISVILLE, KT.
should Is* sent among us. Twenty-seven years ngo I
contracteda heavy cold, which settled on iny lung*. I
took many things that were recommended for colds,
but nothing seemed to relieve me. I mule gallonsof
syrup" with many different kinds of herbs ; still 1 cot
no tetter. My husbandwould consult doctors,but
gave him no encouragement, only said I must
Conductor Melius Says Something of In- they
die. I had then been sfflictedover seven years. «mo
of my sou* came in one day dnd "aid to me. * Mother.
terest to All Travelers.
I have heard of a Dr. Hchenrk that Is nuking great
cure* in Qonsumptiou ; will you see himj" I had
Poughkeepsie,N. Y., Feb. 22, 18&i.
given up all hope of recovery,but he insisted upon It.
Dr. D. Kennedy, lioudout,N. Y.:
Consequently 1 was taken over to Dr. Kcheuck, then
Dear Kir— I have used your medicinecalled Dr. in tend street.He examined my lung* and gave mu
I took the PalraonicRyrup, Seaweed
KENNEDY’S FAVORITE REMEDY, for Indigestion oncourtgcincnt.
Tonic and MandrakePills about two months, and felt
and DizrineM, to which 1 was subject at times, and a* well as ever I did. 1 have enjoyed good health
know from experience that it is worthy of all that can ever since, and if any of my family take cold it is our
only medicine,
medicine. iI am tills
mis nay
day in
(17year*
years oi
of age,
ago, ami
and can
be said of it for disordersof that kind. Respectfully, walk and attend to Imsiiies* as well a* many at 40. If
______________ ______
_______
W. K. MELIUS, (19 Harrison street.
there an' any that wish to know the particulars of my
case they are at literty to call ou me.
That Dr. DAVID KENNEDY’S FAVORITE REMEYour*
MRS. SARAH LAWSON.
831 West 15th Kt., New York City.
DY is extensivelyused along the line of the Hudson
River Railroadis shown by tho following from Tarrytown. The writer Is none other than Mr. Dc Re- From E. Narmandin Jr., of Woonsocket, R.I.

The Docile American Horse.

988 TO
•OOO.

HIGHEST HONORS AT ALL GREAT WORLD’S
HIBITI0N8 FOR SEVENTEEN YEARS.
Only American Organs Awarded such at any.

POSTPAID, TO ALL APPLICANTS.

of

tho truth of tho assertionthat in no out
whatever will it fail to euro if tho dirtotions ars strictly followed and carriedout.
In a great many oases a single dose has
been sufficient for a oure, and wholo families have been onrsd by a single bottle, with
a perfect restorationof tho general health.
It is, however, prudent, and in ovory ease
more certain to ours, if its oh is oontinned
in smaller doses for a week or two after the
disease hu been oheoked, mors especially
in difficult and long-standing cases. Usually this medicine will not require any aid
to keep tho bowels in good order. Should

the

IT IS SENT FREE!

CERTAIN, SPEEDY and PER-

the SAFE,

ORGANS

too

tion of the throat or lungs.

The Popular Remedies of the Day.

:

am now on my way

Boston, where

JOHN BULL’S

DR.

*

Once. Thoroagfc

Treatment will

Dn. Schenck A- Hon. Philadelphia:
tear Sirs— I have been cured of what 1 believeto
have been Liver Complaint in its worst form, which,
tefore I got relief,affectedmy lungs quite seriously.
I had used tho medicines prescribedby a physicianof
tills place for a long time without benefittefore I began to take your remedies.I first hoard of them bv
your advertisementiu the Pa'riut of tills place, and,
concluding to use them. I purchased a bottle of Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic. They gave me great
relief,and by the time I had used them up I felt almost well. So I stopped using them for some time,
lint I soon found that tho diseasewas not broken up.
I then got more medicine, and continued using it
until I was
, .
My symptoms were continuous cough, night sweats,
raising of matter streakedwith blood,aoreuesHin my
lungs ami at the pit of the stomach, which was also
very much swollen at times. I was so weak that I
could not go un-stairs without help, and was contlned
to tlio house for many weeks. I was very much reduced iu flesh and had no appetite, and notliiugI ate

Cure. Not

a

uid or Snuff.

Liq-

Ap-

has long been accepted as a theory Dr. D. Kennedy, Rondout, N. Y.:
ply with Finger.
Dear Sir— For a long time I was troubled with soby our transatlantickinsmen that vice veW
attacks of Vizzinn* and Illitul Sick Headache*.
in animals is almost always the result I thought
ought it was cdue to impure blood and a disordered
Give It n Trial.
of the system
. I was advised
systelJMM.
.
___to try FAVORITE
of unkindness and maltreatmentre- state
M cents at Druggiste*.
REMEDY. *Pdid
so, and have been completely cured.
TS*a
* *
- ...
niaHTreii80 cents by’ m
ceived by them from their human com- It’s the liesUhing I ever heard ot for any disorderof
that nature, and I'vo
rve recommended it to many with
wit
"«'« a&fflS.Drnnd.U.Oww.K.T,
A. DE REVERE.
panions,’and that the paucity of vicious like
horses in the United States is to he exDr. KENNEDY’SFAVORITE REMEDY is not conThe Buyers’ Guide is Isaued
,
plained by the gentleness,and, so to fined in its sphere of usefulnessto one State or localspeak, the famflixrity with which the ity, hut is hailed as a boon by hundreds |n every State,
inches,with over 3*300 illustration*—
as the followingletter from Millville, N. J., will show:
noble animal is treated in every part
a whole picture gallery. Gives wholesale
Millville,N. J.
of the Union. There can he little doubt
prices direct to consumers on all good* for
Dr. David Kennedy, Rondout, N. Y.
personal
family nsa.
that in no country is the intelligence of
Dear 81r-I had been a suffererfrom Di/*pep»la seemed to digest.
Since my recoveryI have recommended your mediTells how
order, and/
quadrupeds more developedand culti- from the time I was 10 years old. I had consulted va- cines
to a great many, among other* a lady who had
rious idiysiclans,
but could find no relief,therefore
gives
cost of evvated than in the United States, where bad almost given up In despairof ever recovering wliat every one supposedto be Consumptionof tho
health, when Dr. KENNEDY’SFAVORITE REMEDY lungs for four years. She has entirely recovered by
ery
thing
use, drink,
it is well understoodthat by kindness
was recommended,which I tried and have been cured. the use of them, and is now a strong, healthy woman.
cat, wear,
have fun
can also refer to othersIn this place who have teen
alone can their characteristics, traits Its the best medicine I ever knew of, and worthy of 1greatly
benefited by their
______ _ w
the greatest confidence. MRS. 8. C. DOUGHERTY.
with.
invaluable
Yours truly, E. NARMANDIN,Jn.
dispositions,and qualities he fully
Woonsocket, R. L, Juuo 1st, 1881.
books contain information cleaned from
drawn forth. Nothing is more common
the market* of the world. >V e will mail
for instance, than to see an American
The Rev. Joseph 8. Lame, Pastor of 18th
a copy Free to any address upon receipt
horse harnessed to a buggy and standStreet Methodist Episcopal Church,
of the postage— 8 cents. Let us hear
ing alone in New York— his master
from you. Respectfully,
Philadelphia, Writes Under
hating entered a shop— by the curbA CO.
Date of Sept. 1st, 1881*.
stone’s edge, in the midst of the crush agents should be^aUiwid to be used in au ei^gencyj
aar a aae wabuh atmm, ckita**. in.
Five year* ago I was a great suffererfrom Dyspepand turmoil of Broadway, one of the paiu, or the depressing influence of disease.
Such a remedial agent exists In that old Reliable sia. Bronchia! Affectionand Pulmonary trouble. I
most crowded and noisy thoroughfares Family
tried many remedies without receiving any benefit
Remedy,
upon the face of the earth. Before deI was so sick that I thought many times that I should
be compelled
.
to ....
give up
_ j'tUtea
preaching..
lllURs *I f*a
at aw.*
last jravaprocured
DAVIS'
scending from his bnggy the master
Dr. Schenck’s remedies ; in a short time they restored
me toperfecthealth, and I have remained well to this
says a word or two to his horse, ant
day. I believe them to have great curativeproperties.
leaves him standing in the street without restraint. The sagacious animal
Why I Have the Utmost Confidence in Dr.
whose eyes are not shielded by blinkJ. H. Schenck and His Medicines.
ers, and who is not tormented by
During the past two years my mother and brother
It nas the first and Is the only permaProcrusteanhearing-rein, understands
have died of Consumption.I was myself quite unnent Pain Believer.
well most of this time, and when, shortlyafter their
perfectly that he is expected to wait
until his master has transacted his ITS MERITS ABE UNSURPASSED. death,I waa attacked with cough and severe hemorrhages,I naturally concluded that I was destined to
business; and wait, accordingly, he
go with tbe same disease. I immediately consulted
There Is nothing to equal it. In a few moments it
-18 THE—
does, sometimes for hours at a time,
' * a*cs.
cures
ungs
and without regard to the winter’s colt
______ ______ _____
_____ . lea#
CoHc, Cramps, Spasms, Heartburn, Di- than a week after this I had another severe hemoror summers heat. Again, in the wildes
rhage. Thinking that my physicianhad made a misarrhoea, Dysentery,Flux,
parts of the Western and Southern
__ in my case,
He
take
case, I consulted another doctor. Hi
thought my lungs affected, and prescribed for me for
to
States there is not a farmer who thinks
Dyspepsia, Sick
along time. I got no tetter under hi* treatment,but
generallyworse. My cough was very bad, my appeanything of driving his horses by night
Headache.
tite entirely gone, I had severe pain in my right side,
over a wooden bridge fall of holes,
and for months I did not sleep more than two or
three hours in a night. My tongue was heavilycoated ONLY
YEAR.
It Is found to
caused by many planks having droppet
and I had a bad taste in my mouth. I had the headache
almost
all
the
time.
into the stream beneath. The carefu
Nend for onmplesu
Feeling that something must be done. I at last conbeast, who may or may not have crosset
cluded to consult with Dr. Schenck. the physician
who, I think, I have good reason to telleveto be the
the bridge on many previous occasions,
test In the treatment of lung diaeaae. I went to hi*
When all other Remediesfail.
office In Boston aud was examined. He found iut left
ILL,
feels his way in the darkness, and his
lung quite badly diseased and my liver seriouslyaf*
head having been surrendered to him WHEN USED EXTERNALLY, AS A LINIMENT,
• fected. He told me that I could be cured if I would
notliiug gives quicker ease in Burns,
his directions.Of conrse I consented to do so,
by the driver, steps as carefully anc Bruises, Sprain*. Stlnjgs from Insect*, ana follow
and I very soon saw that my confidence in his ability
Scald*. It removes the lire, and the wound heals was well placed. I took the Mandraketills,Seaweed
with as much precision as a dancing like
ordinary sores. Those suffering, with Rheuma- Tonic and Pulmonic Syrup all at one time, as directed
master. Whenever, indeed, a horse is tism. Gout, or Neuralgia,if not a poaitlyecure, they by him, and within one month ms* worst symptoms
were gone. I went to see the doctor on his next visit
^^m^w^tel«ecUrui^ftte^Mt5bwhere
found to he possessed of a violent,%r
to Boston, which was one month after the firsttime I
saw him, and be said, ‘Only continue with the meditonsean old Yorkshire word, a “mis
cine and you will surely get well." I did so.
chancy,” temper in the United- States
on gaining in every way until I was perfectly
No. 39-84.
C.N.U. v
able to work as usual. Since roy recovery I
Prevail!there U no remedy held in greater e«teem.
the odds are in favor of his being im
lost a day's time, e:xcept when Inavemad*
Person* travelingshould keep it by them.
visits to the
at his Boston
»n office. Mycoug
ported from &\jtoadi.^Jjondon TeleIt

- *
success.
.

“Rough on Tooth Ache." Ask for it. Instant relief,quick cure. 15c. Druggists.

A

aiMn.tess
__
__
___
is m&s?
would

In Regard to the Great Curative
Propertiesof

community:

Beware

apparently healed, as I bar*

A Revolution In Fishing.
The boy who was sent by his mother for a space in this paper prevents our publishing,
“I saw some experiments in a Euro, blue dye. met u bigger boy, and returned can be seen by any one at the Office of Dr.
J. H. Schcnck A Son. in Philadelphia.
lean aquarium some months ago,” said home with a blacked eye.
For other Certificates of Cures send for. Dr.
the fish authority, “that showed what
•'Rough on Dentist" Tooth Powder. Fine,
shing was commg to. The tank was Smooth, Cleansing, Refreshing, Preservative.ISO. Schenck’s book on Consumption, Liver Comdarkened, in fact, the whole room was,
plaint and Dyspepsia. It gives a full deand a man in a diver’s outfit entered,
scriptionof these diseases in their various

wearing one of the new electric lights
on his helmet. The effect was curious,
he tank was perfectly illuminated,
brain force or nervous enorgy."
Dut the most remarkablefeature was
A newspaper reporter accidentally knocked the effect it had upon the fishes. One
a ladder down, but Immediatelyset about and all they crowded about the light,
rightingit up.—iudye.
seemingly astonished at the strange
The medical professionare slow land right- appearance. The man carried a small
scoop net with him, and with "the
ly so) to indorse every new medicine that Is
advertisedand sold; but honest merit con- greatest ease caught all the fish he
vinces the fair-minded after a reasonable wanted. If this could be used on the
time. Pbjrs elans In good standing often pre
scribe Mrs. Pinkham’sVegetable Compound Grand Banks in 200 feet of water there
would be a revolution in fishing. The
for the cure of female weaknesses.
steamer of the United States Fish
Is the black man who runs the three-card
Commission has been trying some
game a native of Monto-ncgro '(—Cincinnati
curious experiments with long fishing
Traveler.
ines that had electric lights placed
An Editor’s Testimonial.
ust above the bait. These were more
A. M. Vaughan, editor of the Greenwich
or less successful. One trouble that is
Rrclcu’, Greenwich, Ohio, writes:“Last Janushown in the tanks at Fulton Market is
ary I met with a very severe accident, caused
ihat the fish become habituated to the
by a runaway horse. I used almost every
ight, and after awhile will not apkind of salve to heal the wounds, which
iroach it, hut in the open sea, where
turned to running sores, but found nothing
new fish are continually being met with,
to do me any good till I was rocommonde 1
this would not he an obstacle.—^Teu.’
Henry's Carbolic Salvo. I bought a box, and
York Sun.
it helped mo at once, and at the end of two
months I was completely well. It Is the best
When the Mason A Hamlin Company ansalve in the market, and I never fail of tollnounced the accomplishment of a great iming my friendsabout It, and urge them to use
provement in Upright Pianos, which they
It whenever in need.”
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Pain-Killer
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ONE DOLUR A

CURE CHOLERA

THE LEDGER,
CHICAGO,

CONSUMPTION

FEVER AND AGUE
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Hops on the white Isbtl. | Shan all
at the rile, poisonous stuff with “Hop or "Hops”In their name.
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SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

re no
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gone, my
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ROGERS, Editor.
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BAKING POWDERS.

GRANT’S (Alum

has just lecelved a large stock #f the latest
styles of Ladies' and Gentlemen’s

Powder)#..

nomina-

tion the following ticket: Judge of Probate, George Laubach, of Polkton; Sheriff,

Marshal B. Mills, of Wright; Clerk, A.

when fresh..

HANFORD’S, whea
BEDHEAD’S

CHARM

.

fresh.

BOOTS & SHOES

..

...........

(AlumPowdsr)...

among which

Coleman, of Polkton; Treasurer,Thoe.

AMAZON

Wilde, of Wright; Register, John H.

CLEVELANIPSishortWt.iox.)

PIONEER

district, George Merrick, ot Chester.

CZAR

Lockwood,of

SHOES.

...................

.

Michigan harbors contains the following

SNOW FLAKE

...........

the money available in each case followed

LEWIS’ .................

by

PEARL

bor, extendingsouth pier, $11,031,$50,-

For making contractsor further informationapply

Repairing neatly and promptly or

GILLEFS

pier extension and draining, $18,088,

ANDREWS

extension,$11,592, $50,000; Pentwater

RUMFORD’Sf when

not

.

.

.

bor, pier extension, $22,758,$100,000;
Grand Haven harbor, pier extension and
improvements,$51,829,$150,000; Grand
River harbor, dredging, $25,386;Black

freshH

REPORTS OP GOVERNMENT CHEMISTS
Parity and Wbolesomencss

Royal Baking Powder.

of the

substances.

“It

is

Powder

a scientificfact that the Royal Baking

“ I have
the

absolutelypure.

“ I
it is

examined a package

of Royal Baking Powder, purchasedby myself In
I find it entirely free from alum, terra alba, or any other injurioussubHenry Morton, Ph.D., President of Stevens Institute of Technology.”

market.

stance.

bor, extending north pier, $21,235, $51,-

Powder. The materials of which
Dana Hayes, State Assayer, Mass.”

have analyzed a package of Royal Baking

composed are pure and

015. Total amount available, $244,826;

wholesome.

S.

The Royal Baking Powder received the highest award over all competitors at

total asked for, $891,015.

&

HAifiLTON
Kolvoord
Teravest,
brickyardfirm, have disolved. Mr. Kolvoord will succeed the late firm and will
carry on the business. Tfie yard has been
dosed for the season ..... The brickyard
of Smith, Costing & Ce., has been closed
for the season ..... A. B. Bosman, who has
been at work in Decatur, 111., the past
summer is home ou a visit and will remain for about two weeks.
List of letters remaiulng in the postoffice at

is

“H. A. Mott, Ph.D.’»

maintain present Improvements,$5,729,

m

Holland, Mich., Sept. 25, 1884:

J. H. Becker, J. E. Green, Mrs. Bell
Hayes, Peter Salm and Jacob Weerst.

Wm. Vekbeek, P. M.

the Vienna World’s Exposition,1873 ; at the Centennial,Philadelphia,18i0 ; at the
AmericanInstitute, New’ York, and at State Fair* throughout th; country.
No other article of human food has ever received such high, emphatic, and universal endorsementfrom eminent chemists, physicians, scientists, and Boards of
Health all over the world.

NoTE—The above Diagram illustratesthe comparative worth of various Baking
Powders, as shown by Chemical Analysis and experiments made by Prof. Schedler.
A pound can of each powder was taken, the total leavening power or volume in
each can calculated, the result being as indicated. This practical test for worth by
Prof. Schedler only proves what every observant consumer of the Royal Baking
Powder knows by practicalexperience,that, while it costs a few cents per pound
more than ordinary kinds, it is far more economical,and, besides, affords the advantage of better work. A single trial of the Royal Baking Powder will convince any
fair minded person of these facts.
* While the diagram shows some of the alum powders to be of a higher degree
of strength than other powders ranked below them, it is not to be taken as Indicating that they have any value. All alum powders, no matter how high their strength,
are to be avoided as dangerous.

Church Items with the Services for
To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, Rev. N. M.

JTc.

112.

An Ordinance

Steffens,Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. in.,

shall, when the amount apportioned is certified
by the cierk of the board of supervisors of Ottawa county, for assessmentupon|the tax roll of the
city of Holland to him, certifythe same to the supervisor of the city of Holland tor assessmentas
requited by law.

fnd2p.m. Sunday School 3:30. Weekly Making the General Appropriation
Section 3. It slytllbe the duty of the supervisprayer meeting with the Third ReBill for the City of Holland for
or of the city of llAiand. to levy in the same tax
aormed Church, on Thursday, at 7:30,
the fiscal year A. D. 1884.
roll, upon the! tanble property of the city of

.

Lorillard’s Rose Leaf Fine

bacco

Mortgage Sale.

The Oity

of

Holland Ordains:

Famous

others.

Genuine Cyclone

day of September,

Thirtieth

1884,

County, there will be sold at public auction or vendue, to the highest bidder the premises in said
mortgage described, or so much thereof as will
satisfysaid debt and the interest and expense
of this advertisement and sale, viz.: The
southeast quarter 0*' ) of the northwest quarter Of)
and the southwest quarter Of) of the northeast
quarter Of) of section three (3), town five (5), north
of range sixteen (16) west, lying In the town of
Holland, Ottawa County,Michigan.

GEORGE

W.

JOSCELYN.

ilortyaqee
Holland. Michigan, June 23. A. D. 1831. 21-13w

:
n
H
j

j

f

FREE

Mdrvdous succtjt.
Insane Persons Restored

KLINE'S GREAT
wNrrvbNerveRestorer
Diseases.

CUQ

Dr.

for <j//Brain&
Only sure
curt /.<r Mtrvt Affections Fits, F.pilrpsy,etc.
iNPALLlliLR if taken ai directed. S'j Fits after
first day's use. Treatise an 1 Ji trial bottlefree to
Fit patients,
they paying express charges on box when
received. Send names, P. O. and express address of
afflicted to DR.KLINH.ott Arch St.. Philadelphia.
Pa.
See Druggists. BE WARM OF IMITATING FRAUDS.
12-1

G. J.

DCREN,

VAN

Thomas

'

B. WYNHOFF,
Dress Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery,

White Goods,

Etc,, in endless variety.

full

and complete line of

CROCKERY
always on hand.

I

have the agency in this city

'

for the celebrated

y

YEERE

W. VAN DER

at tho store of

A

I1“AST0PPE0
;

VAN DUREN &C0., Props

m.

Dry Goods & Groceries,

one o’clock In the Afternoon of said day, at the
front door of the Court House of Ottawa County.
Michigan, in the city of Grand Haven, in said
at

City Meat Market,

Wm

certified to

Hope

m.

'

Needle Gas Lamp.
These lamps are a great improvement on all other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.
Goods delivered free of charge.

Notice.

choir. All are welcome.

Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30

m. Sunday

a. m.,

and

3d. For the fire departmentfund of the city of
Holland, to be expended for the fire departmentol
the city of Holland, five hundred and twenty-five
dollars.(8K3.00.)

(be house of Benton Green in tbe townWe make
ship of Georgetown, County of Ottawa, at 10
o’clock in the forenoon, meet parties for the purpose of lettingcontncts for the constructionof a
drain In said townshipof Georgetown and county
and can assure our patrons that the Laid pur
of Ottawa, known as the“Henshaw Drain,” and
described as follows: commenclog 4 chains and 14 chased ef ua, la perfectly pure and of fine quality.
links west or the southeast corner cf the northG. i. VAN DUREN & CO.
east quarter of the northwest quarterof section
*82, township 6 north of range 1|) west, running • Holland, Mich., Feb. 15,

First Church,

School at 3:45 p. m.

Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—

city of

Holland, flftyUollara.(350.00.)

6th. For the iDierestand sinking fund of the
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sun- city of Holland, for the payment of the funded
debt of the city of Holland, and the interestthereday school at 8:45. Subjects: Morning, on, one thousand^ seven hundred and two dollars
Qualificationsfor the Lord's Supper. Af- and forty-one ceuts. ($1,70-.*.41.1
7th. For the water fund of the city of Holland,
ternoon, A broken spirit God's sacrifice. for constructing,maintainingand repairing a system
of water works In the city of Holland,three
Evening, Refusing of Balah’s first mesthoasaud dollars. ($3,000.)

sage for Balaam.

8th. For East Twelfth street special street assessmentdistrict fund, for the payment of bonds
Holland Christihn Ref. Church— Ser- Issued for the improvement of said part of said
street, and the interestuiereon, to be raised from
vices at 9:80 a. m., 2KK) and 7 p. m. The said special assesrtnsntdistrict by special asservices will be conducted by Rev. J. A. sessment, font huadr Jd and thirty-fonr dollars.
jT
Do Bruyn, pastor.
9th. For Ninth streetspecial street assessment
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T. district fund, fotAhe payment of bonds and the in•George, Pastor. Services at 10 ^0 a. m., terestthereon , fo be raised from said special asAnd 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m. sessmentdistrict by special assessment, six hundred and fifty-seven dollaft and seventy-eight
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30. cents. ($637.78.)
Subjects: Morning, The wonderful Book.
10th. For Tenth street special street assessEvening, Rejection of the King of Truth. ment district fund, for improvingsaid street, to be
be raised by tax or loan or partly by tax and partly
by loan, and to be raised from said specialassessment district by special assessment,five hundred
Bucklin'! Arnica Salvi.
and fifty-two dollars and -ninety-three cents.
The best aalveiu the world for Cuts, ($552.83.)
11th. For the improvement ofi Cedar street
Bruises, Seres, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever special street assessment district1 fnnd. to be
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, raised by tax or by loan, or partly by tax and
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive- partly by loan, to be raised from said special street
assessmentdistrict by special assessment,twelve
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is dollarsand lorty-two icn^v (|1A42.)
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or "’iSthT’For theTmprcWjment of part ol Eleventh
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box. street specialstreet atyetument district fund, to
be raised by tax or by loan or partly by tax and
For sale by H. Walsh.
partly by loan, from said special street assessment district by special assessment, three hundred.and sixty-five dollars /and fourteencents.

($434.00.)

—

($365.14.)

jfyeml UotittS.

B.
Holland,June

14,

WYNHOFF.

1888.

1884, at

4th. For the poor fund of the city of Holland,
to be expended for the support of the poor of the
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80. city of Uohaud, si^ -bundled and fifty dollars,
The services will be conducted by Rev. ($650.00.) 7 7
5th. For the lihrarrbmd of the city of Holland,
John Broek. of Beaverdam, Mich.
for maintaining and sjrt)portinga library lathe thence north

2 p.

Cut To-

Is also made of the finest stock, and for aromatic
chewing qualitiesIs second to none.
Default having been made In the conditions of a
certain mortgage dated May Fourth (4th), A. D.
Loxillard's
Clippings
1870, and executed by Robert Akcrly and Sary C.
take first rank as a solid durable smoking tobacco
his wife, to George W. Joscelyn, and recorded
wherever Introduced.
August second (2nd).x\. D. 1870, in the office of
the Register of Deeds for Ottawa County, MichiLorillard’s
Snuffs
gan, in Liber 11 of Mortgages,on page 401, upon have been used for over 124 years, and are sold to
which mortgage there is claimed to be due, at the a larger extent than auo
27-ly
date of this notice, four hundred and ninetyseven dollars and nineteen cents (3497.19.)and
no suit or proceedingsat law or In equity having
been instituted to recover the debt or any part
thereof secured by said mortgage, now.therefore,by
virtue of the power of sale in said mortgage
contained, and of the statute in such case mudo
is going on in the stock of
and provided, notice Is hereby given that on the

Holland, the amoapts hereinbeforestated,when
by the clerk,as aforesaid, at the
same
time The state and county taxes are levied
Section
1.
That
there
shall
be
raised
by
tax
npof glory. Afternoon, Our responsibility
on all taxable property in the City of Holland, for for the year In the manner provided and reunder the Gospel minislry.
necessary expenses/and liabilitiesof said city, quired by law.
daring the fiscal year commencingon the third . Section 4. This ordinanceshall take ImmediReformed Church-Servicesat Monday of March, A. D. 1884.
1st. For the sapport of the pabllc schoolsof ate effect J,
10:30 a. m., and 7 :30 p.
Sunday school
Passed: September 23rd,
23rd, /884.
1884. the city of Holland, as reportedby the Board of
lej 2s/b. 1884.
at 12
Rev.
Walker Jones, Educationof said pabllc schoolsof tbe city of Approved: Septembe
J. A. TEH VKK1
resident Pro
tempore.
it. President
1
Having latelyro-opened the “CltylMeatMarket’
Holland, seven! housand, one handred and sevenPaster. Subjects: Morning, Substan- ty
Attest: (ftofH. Sipp, CUv Clerk.
in the First Ward, we kindly invite the citisens
three dollars:(.37,173.00)
of this.cltyto give ns a “call.”
tial cemfort for the living and the dying.
2nd. For the general fund of the city of HolWe intend to keep ear market supplied with the
land,
to
defray
the
expenses
of the city, for the
Evening, Christiankindness. Congregabest aud choicest meats that'ean be procured.
payment of which from sdme other fund, no proNotice Is hereby given that I, Fred L. Sonter,
tional singing. Opening anthems by the vision Is made, six thoasand, four hundred aid County Drain Commissioner of the county of Otfour dollars and thirly-sit^enu.
($6,404.36.)
tawa, will on the 30th day of September, A. D.

Subjects: Morning, Christ in us the hope

is the best? Is the purest; is
never adulterated with glucose, barytes, molasses,
or any deleteriousIngredients,as is the case with
many other tobaccos.

Navy

have tested a package of Royal Baking Powder, which I purchased in the
open market, and find it composed of pure and wholesomeingredients. It Is a cream
of tartar powder of a high degree of merit, and does not contain either alum or
phosphates, or other injurious
E. G. Love, Ph.D.”
“ I

harbor, placing cribs at pier ends,

tension, $10,841, $40,000; St. Joseph har-

With Red Tin Tag,

HEROLD

E.

$15,942, $20,000; Saugatuck harbor,
$8,000; South Haven harbor, pier ex-

EIGHTH STREET.

NO. 46,

HI

Holland, Mich., March 13, 1884.

to

PLUG TOBACCO.

)

harbor, extending south pier, $17,823,

As

LORILLARFS CLIMAX

&CO. “Regal”*
loose).

KNOW

THAT

CALL AND SEE US

..............

(Powder sold

White River harbor, pier extension, $12,763, $50,000; Muskegon har-

Sens’ store.

DO YOU

.............

Mllvr.ukec. (Contain. Hum.

$40,000;

Van Putten &

Supt.

done.

BECKER’S

BULK

VER SCHURE,

(Audrewa & Co.)....

$7,647, $50,000; Portage Lake harbor,

$12,608, $60,000; Ludington harbor, pier

to G.

Factory.

to Fixter’s Stave

ED.

000; Frankfort harbor, pier extension,

$150,000; Manistee harbor, pier extension,

Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Slave Bolts, 88 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Reading Bolls 88 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.

(Groff’s)...

statement of the work contemplated,with

amount asked for: Charlevoixhar-

We will buy all tbe BiaVe and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver tbe year
round, viz:
Oak

GROVER HAND SEWED

the

DR. PRICE’S

Lake

Woodsmen.

White Ash Stave

(8*n Francisco)..

corps of engineers, on the improvement of

the

are the celebrated

(Alum Powder)#..

Sanford, of Wright; Representative of and

report of Capt.

Farmers and

Prohibitionists

at CoopersYille and placed In

The

ATTENTION

HEROLD

E.

(Absolutely Pure).. |

BUXFORD’Si
Last Wednesday the

uiks«b*t<*£

<**».*/

COMPARATIVE WORTH
BOYAL

’84.

^

W. VORST,
Tho North River Street

1883.

degrees 31 minutes, east 11 naina
and 60 links: thence north 63 degreea 6 mlnotee,
wests chains and 88 links; thence north 72 degrees 32 minutes, west 8 chains and 52 links;
thence north 58 desrees,west 8 chains;thence
north 56 degrees 31 minutes, west 3 chains 52
links; thence north 88 degrees 25 minutes, west
6 chains 33 links; thence south 76 degrees 30 minutes. west 10 chains and 15 links, to a point 12 feet
north of the section corner of sections 29, 30. 81
and 32, the west 12 feet north of and parallel with
the north line of section 31, 22 chains and 55 links,
and that I will then and there proceed to let contracts for the construction of the same bv sections
as I have apportioned and divided the same, to the
lowest responsible bidder, the work to be done
according to the specificationsmade by me and
now remaining in my office. Adequate security
will be required of all contractors,the undersigned
reserving the right lo reject any and all bids. Notice is also hereby given that at the time and
place of said letting of contracts tbe assessment, of
benefitsmade by me will be subject to review.
Dated this 15th day of September,1884.
FRED L. 80UTHR,
2

Examination of Teachers.
Office of

the Sec. of Board of School Examiners of Ottawa County.
Nnnioa, Mich.. July 22, 1884

:i

la

still alive,

and

la

ready to make yon a good

COAT, PANTS,

OR VEST,

The Board of School Examinersof Ottawa
Connfy purposemeetingaa follows for the examor to clean and renovate your old and soiled
ination of applicantsfor a teacher’s certificate:
garments.
Auguste, 1884, at school house, Zeeland; August
27, at court bouse, Grand Haven; October 8, nigh
school room. Coopersville; Oct. 31, court house.
Grand Haven. Each session is to commence at 9
Neatly !
o’clock a. m. Candidatesare required to pass an
examinationIn additionto other branches prescribed, in effects of alcoholic drinks,stimulants and at reasonable prices. Come and convince
yourself.
and narcotics ou tbe human ayatem.
By order of Board of Examiners.
A. W. TAYLOR, Sec.
Holland, Mich., Feb. 29. 1884
4tf

Repairing done

.

BOOKLBXJXTPXJXr

Gr

!

Ottawa County Drain Commissioner.
the working class. Send 10 cents
postage, and we will mail you free,
a royal, valuable box of sample goods
that will put you in the way of making more money in a few days than you ever
thonght possible at any business. Capital not reqiired. We will start yon. You caq work all tbe
time or in spar* time only. Tbe work is universally adapted to both sexes, young and old. Yon
can easily earn from 50 cents to $5 every evening
That all who want work roav test tbe bnsiness, we
make this nnparelleled offer; to all who are not
well satisfied we will send $1 to pay for the trouble
of writing ns. Full particulars, directions, etc.,
sent free. Fortunes will be made bv those who
give their whole time to tbe work. Great success
absolutely sure. Don’t delay. Start now. Address Stinson & Co.. Portland, Maine.
for

GOLD

for

Orders for the
office of the

ALLEGAN BINDERY may

be left at the

Holland City News.

Magazine and and

all

periodicalwork a

specialty. m.,,

'

Probate

Notice.
18th. For the Improvement of West Twelfth
street to be raised by tax or by loan or partly by STATE OF MICHIGAN, I
guarantee that the Sherwin-Wil- tax and partly by loan, on the property abutting
County or Ottawa, • ss.
liams Prepared Paint when properly used ou said part of said street, by special assessment, At a session of the ProbateCourt of tbe County
will not crack, flake or chalk off, ana will fonrtbousanedollars. ($4,000.)
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate office,in the
24th. For the Improvement of Market street in City of, Grand Haven in said County, on Saturday,
cover more surface, work better, wear
the city of Holland, to be raisod by tax or loan, or the twenty-third day of Angust. In the year one
longer and permanentlylook better, than partly by tax aud partly by Joan and raised by thousandeight hundredanu eighty-four. Present:
any other paint, including white lead and special assessmenton the pfonerty abuttingon Samuel L. Tate, Judge of Probate. In the matter
said street,three thousand, live hundred dol- of the estate of Henry Riemeyer, deceased. On
Kremkbs & Banos.
lars.
N
reading and filing the petition of Relnder E.
Werkman, administrator of said estate, praying
15th. For tbe improvementOf West Ten
that he may be empoweredand licensed to sell
Ir you wish a bargain in Paints, White street, to be ral ed oy tax «i- tuan or partly by1
g! certain real estate In said petition described, for
tax and partlyby luai., aud raised by special asLead, Oils, Varnishes,Paint and White sessmenton tbe propertyabutting on said part the purposestherein set forth. Therenuon it is
ordered, that Monday, the sixth day of October
of said street , four thousand dollars. ($4,000.)
wash brushes, call at
next, at one o’clock In the afternoon, be assigned
16th. For tbe improvement of South Cedar for the hearing of said petition,and that the biers
./J* Kbehers & Bangs.
street to be raised by tavor loan or partly by at law of the Mid deceased, and all other persons
tax and partly by loan and .raisedby special as- interested in said estate, are required to appear at
sessment on (he property abutting on said part a session of said Court, then to he holden at the
of aald street, one thousand five hundred dollars. Probate office, in Grand Haven, In said County,
($1,500.)
and show canse, If any there be, why the prayer
Sbctiob 2. It shall be the dnty of the clerk of the petitionershould not be granted : And it is

We

f1

oil.

-------

($8,500.)

of the city of Holland, on'oi before the first Mon- farther ordered tbst said petitionergive notice to
day of Octeber, 1884, to certify to Mwoounty the peraons interested in aald estate of the pendencr of Mid petitionaid tho bearing thereof,by
A good two-story frame houso situated
causing a copy of tbia order to be publiahed in the
6 and 7. of aectlon one of ibi ordinance, aa Holland City -Kiwi, a newspaper printedand
on Seventh street will be sold cheap. For
required by the Common Counei:/Ofthe city of circulatedin paid .County of Ottawa, for three suofarther particularsinquire of
Holland, to be ralaed for ail pviwes for the fis- cesslve weeks previous to said day ol hearing.
. J. Kigeleb.
cal y«ar. by general taxation -upop tbe whole of * A true copy, (Attest.) SAMUEL L. TATB,
Judai of Probate.
Holland, Sept 25,
84-lw.
tbe taxable propertyof the dty of Hoi and, ana

Howe

and Lot For Sale.

,

1884.

0-4t

1884:. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1884.

and Fancy Goods.

Millinery

BONNETS, HATS, FLOWERS.
FEATHERS, POMPONS, RIBBONS, SATIN, SILK, VELVET,
CRAPE, VEILING, LACE GOODS, EMBROIDERIES,
HANDKERCHIEFS, HOSIERY, GLOVES.
Jersey Jackets, Gossamer

Water

sets,

Proofs,

Hoop

Skirts, Bustles, Cor-

and Hair Goods.

Infant Cloaks and Clothing a Specialty. Worsted, ard
board and canoas.

L & S. VAN DEN BERGE,
EIOHTtl STHBBT.
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Wild

geese

Did you

Autumn

come

has

this

again.

southward.

i

visit the Fair at

Donaldson’sCircus exhibitedin

Grand Rapids

city

week?

yesterday.

little.

ip

Pesslnk, last Satur-

this week.

Ready-Made

Tuesday.

Who will build the fires in the morning?
The Standard Roller Mills commenced
is a question of considerable moment
running again yesterday morning after
John and Daniels
these days.
having been shut down for two weeks.

It is said that a St.

banner will be

city last

week

filled this

K

"l

Bobn:— ToMr. and Mrs. Frank
Attention is called this week to

the

fice.

citement.

NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.

Fair-

—

A little

A large and very

girl baby put in an

of coal from Mr.

ter— the delivery

On

T.

our Fourth page will be found a also a very large pear.
striking and instructive illustrationof the grown on his farm.
comparative worth of the various kinds of

Keppel’scoal yard.

Wednesday

_

Jb., left last

Rumor

baking powders now in the market.

Arbor, where he will pursue his

_

studies of medicine.

The

fruit

I

have Just been received and all who desire a good
CUSTOM-MADE salt of Clothes will do well to

GIVE ME A CALL.
T7SE2D.
YanlUa* Lcmoii. Orante, etc., flavor C&kM,

was

OtrUm
|
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FOR STRENGTH AND TRUE FRUIT

FLAVOR THEY STAND ALONE.

West Mich. R’y

PftlPAMO av TMI

will go

ing elsewhere.

Representative, will address the people of

street needs fixing up.

w

Hope College has

Holland at Lyceum Hall.

.

new

forty-nine

stu-

_

.

thirty-eight in the Preparatory

partment.

The

total

number of

our

sncct'Ups

men

road

De

We have been

requested testate that

students /the Greeubackersof this city have organ-

last

Monday. Mr. Horn

ductor on

a

doing well.

members. The next meet((he c]ub wm be bc|tf on Frid

have thirty two

the matter

or with the

man

with.;

who
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3^ in tb(J

room8 ia Bo9.

A

all our rail-

Mr. B. Wynhoff brought to this office
a White Star potato this week which

real live

-

weighed

2

pounds

and

ounces. It con-
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Brock.\

of ten and fourteen years,
large number of useful and valuable presTwo baskets of the Niagara Grape
gained admission, through the back doer, ents. Mr. and Mrs. Brockmeyer have de- reached this city last Wednesday for
to De Kraker & Dok’s Meat Market, and
parted for their northern home.
Messrs. Geo. H. Souter and F. L. Souter.
abstracted therefromsome fifteen pounds
The Niagara is a new, early, white grape;

of sausage and dried beef.

No

arrests

were made.

A new republican morning daily paper clusters very large, compact, sometimei
has been started in Grand Rapids called shouldered, and in many instanceswill

column folio of weigh 18 ounces; the berries are large,
As we go to press we just learn flf the neat typographical appearance. The
round, light greenish white, nearly transdeath of Coenraad Schols of Muskegon,
staff is as follows: W. W. Harford, busi- parent; are very sweet and juicy and have
son of Mr. Cs. Schols of this place. The
ness manager and political editor; W. a thick and tough skin. The fruit was
deceased was well known in this commun- McDowell, telegraph editor and editorial
greatly admired by all who saw It, and
ity ; was about thirty two years of age; a
writer,J. D. Mclntyer, L. V. Howsel and some of our fruitgrowers are very enthusiship-carpenterby trade. He leaves to L. A. Rose, reporters.The paper so far
astic over it. It is said that they are very
mourn bis death, a widow and one two- has been very bright and newsy. B. P.
hardy and easily raised. The Messrs.
The Telegram.

year-old child.
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Last Wednesday evening S. Wcsseliu8>
The sixth annual meeting

Ladies’ and Gents' Lockets,
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Jewelry and Clocks.
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Souters have received the sole agency for
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the sale of the vines in this localityand

• Particular attention is called to the fact
pleased to supply all fruitgrowers that all my goods are first-classand are
of Grand Rapids, talked to the people of yMichigan AgriculturalSociety was held
sold at low prices.
North Holland on the political issues from u Grand Rapids this week. There was a with them.
a Blaine and Logan standpoint, and while arger number of entries this year than
3Ir. J. McLain, aged 61. a farmer living
in the most profound part of his arguiver (before and although the first two
to in and too my Stock. Watches
at Six Corners, about six miles north of
ments, some outside parties, from a person- lays were rainy and disagreeable a large
and Clocks repaired on
Coopersville, was shot through the heart
al standpoint, carried off his buffalo robe number were in attendance. Wednesday
abort notice*
and instantly killed Wednesday night by
and whip. Wesselius now says that the / morning a large excursionpassed through
an unknown man in the woods near his
Democrats of that section are incorrigibly/ this city from Muskegon en route for the
PH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST CHURCH.
residence,with a 32-callber revolver
H. WTKHUY8EN.
fair and on Thursday morning another
Young McLain, deceased’s son, who lives
Holland, Mich., Oct. 24,
24-1
In our last issue we stated that Mr. Geo. excursion from St. Joseph was run.
near his father, returned home with his
D. Sanford, ef Grand Haven, bad been These excursion trains were full of people,
wife last evening and found a man in the
placed on the democratic ticket as candi- as were also the regular trains, hound for
house. The fellow lleft and ran for the
date for Representative from this district. Grand Rapids, the metropolis of Western
woods, young McLain pursuing. The
were mistaken. Mr. Reifldert E. Michigan, and the fair. It was generally
father saw the race from his house, ran to
Werkman, of this city, is the candidate. conceded by all that it was the largest and
head off the fugitive,but he got into- the
Mr. Werkman is the proprietor of the best fair the society over had.
woods and they lost track of him. The
Our popular wagon manufacturer
Phoenix Planing Mill, ia a good pradtical
oung man then left his father to keep
business man, and, like his opponent,Mr. . Mr. Joseph Warner, an artist of Chicaatcb, while be went for help; but he bad
G. J. Dlekema, is well' and favorably go, a brother-in-law of Rev. T. T. George,
ot gone very far when he heard a pistol
of the M. Fi. Church of this city, is in
of
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ef one large well formed potatfl was bound over to the Circuit Court Id
A brief history of the Ottawa and Chicago. Ill*
with 9 seperate and distincttubors grow- the sum of §500. He was taken to Grand
West Kent Agricultural Society and a proing from It.
Haven and will help in holding down that gram of the coming fair is published in
institution until Court meets.
this issue. The secretary of the society,
The sweet strain^ of music that were
T t TT 1, , n Mr. Wm. F. Kelly, is the republicancanheard last Tuesday evening was produced
LAST Tuesday eveulag John H.
for Reglater of Deed8 Mr. Kelly,
by Dr. Gec’-s Music Class in serenading meyer, M. D., of Menominee, Mich., was
ihose home is in the township of Wright,
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Brockmeyer who had married to Miss Dina Bosman, daughter
tps represented that town for a number of
just been married. We were glad to bear of Mr. J. W. Bosman of this city.
yfcars on the Board of Supervisors of this
the baud again.
very large and brilliant assemblage were
county, aud is, at present, Chairman of
present at the ceremony and the newly
lat body.
Solid Gold
. Last Sunday afternoon four boys, bemarried couple were the recipients «f a

^
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will, It is expected,

a laundry. John saluted us with:
“Smallee townee, not much busy, me
washee make money you thinkee?” Out
The examinationof Chas. Percy, who
of respect for Mr. Blaine we told John
was charged with assault upon the person
that the “Chinamen must go" and John
day before Justice Post and the prisoner

o S'® S'
® H— Q. ^
CD ^ B ^ ^

John Chinaman was in our

town this week and

of Katie McFall, was continued last Tues-

H

is now a con-
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12-ly
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in the city

railroad in Nebraska

W. BOSMAN,

ct-

I6HT HEALTHY BREAD ^

start

light the weary citizen homeward.

J.

1884.

Holland, Mich., April 23,

as an old conductor of the Chi-

cago and West Mich. R’y was

izcd a Butler and West Club and that they

/Willing

Tom. Horn, well known to

ladies are

^especiallyInvited to be present.

attending is 129.

There

The

Department

dents, eleven in the Academic

and

III.
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READY-MADECLOTHING

wui bo sold at bottom prices.

Examine our Goods before purchase

The regular meetings of the “Union through the process of decapitation shortly
Price Baking Powder Co.9
—
\
8t. Louis, Mo.
Club" will be held hereafteron Friday and that marked changes will be made in Chicago,
Tickets to Chicago and the Exposition
HAKIM OS
for sale next Wednesday by the ticket evenings at 7^ p. m. Members will the management of the road.
iPrloi’s Cnam Baking Powdar
please note the change. Next meeting
-AIIO—
agent of the Chicago and West
Married:— At the parsonage of the
Oct. 3.
Price’s Lupulln Yenst Gems,
Mich. R’y.
Third Reformed Church in this city, by
Beat Dry Hop Yeast.
The city authorities have been repair- Next Tuesday evening Hon Geo. A. Rev. D. Broek, on Thursday,Sept. 25,
bjlxje £7 azeoosxea.
WE MAKE BUT ONE QUALITY.
ing Eighth street west of River street. Farr, of Grand Haven, and G. J. Dieke- 1884, Mr. Conrad P. Becker t« Mlsai
ma,
of
this
city,
republican
candidate
for
Continue the good work gentlemen,
Hermina Ycnker, both of this city.
Eighth

.UKk of

I

orally as the fruit from which they are mafla.

says that some of the officials of

the Chicago and

of

fine line

STJITI2TQ-S

appearance

the honse of Mr. Jas. Weslveer last

Both the Cleveland and Hendricks and Thursday morning. Regulation weight
The sun grossed the equatorial line last
Thursday morning; and now look out for the Blaine and Logan Clubs have ordered
Gebbit K. Dr Wit, of Fillmore, gave
uniforms and we Imay now expect to see
stormy weather.
us a large pumpkin sweet apple that measbusiness from both clubs.
One of the indications of coming winured 13 inches in circumferenceyesterday,

\

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

1

pound boy.

a ten

at

W. Bosman,

A

Clothing,

banks, of Fillmore, on Tuesday, Sept 28,

marriages this week advertisement in this issue headed bookbinding. Orders may be left at this ofkept the society circles of the city in ex-

The numerous

Ann

’

stretched across Eighth

street to-day.

Tailor,

and dealer ia

the Alle-

political

be red-hot.

Oub colnmts are well
—with advertisements.

J.

Merchant

/

J. C. Vioneaux, proprietor of
campaign is warming up
gan
bookbindery, was in this
more and more everyday and will soon

The

Thebe has been a wedding every day

for

BOSMAN,

W.

J.

THE PASTRY

IN

Mb. and Mrs. G. A.
Mb. Rokus Kanters and bride arrived
day
evening, a girl.
home last Thursday morning.

Business in the city is picking up a

this

•

Q

CL.

CD

CD

“

will be

B

We

for

known in

this entire

community. The

democratic parjy have madeagofld se- town and will have a competitive sale of
some of hU elegant oil paintings which
lection.
are now on exhibition at the photogra

Next month there will be
flux of Presidential and Vice

N

quite an in

gallery of Mr. A. 31. Burgiss.^flS'pSTut-

Presidential logs' will be sold in the following

manner:

candidatesinto Michigan. On tbo even- Those wishing to buy will write their
ing of the 14tb Jas. G. Blaine will en- names and price that they // are willing to
ter the state and stay until the close ef

^

the

pay, for such

paintings asjthey want, In a

16th day of. the month, making two book prepared for that purpose. The
speeches daily. It is not definitelyknown pictures will be sold to those who have
just through what cities he will pass, but bid the highest for them, on or before the
will speak at Grand Rapids on Thursday, dose of the sale which will be on Saturday
October 16. Candidate Butler will re- night October 4. The book can be exaenter the state and remain four days mak mined at any time, ind any one can bid
log his first speech at Jackson on the even- again as often as anothei bids over. The
ing of the 4th inst. Candidate St. John pictures are handsome <jil paintings and
will also come into Michigan speaking it is a great treat to lopkjthemover;, which
first at Detroit on the evening of the 6th privilege is^iven to Alii The names of
inst. HU route through the state is not the pictures are as follows: Rocky Coast
known ner is it settled in what cities he
will speak. The PrehibltienisU will, however, make hU speeches the great hurrah
event ef this campaign. Gen. A. M.
West,

can didite

ef the Antl-MonopelisU

and Nationals for Vice President on the
ticket with

Gen. Butler

Lake near Dartmonth,N.

8.,

2

sr
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g 2.®

iops

^

the chance

3

Paimers.
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SEARS,

L. C.

and returning to the woods found
is father dead. The tramp’s bundle was
found in the woods. A man answering
hts snpertor made wagons Just as cheap aa
to descriptionof the assassin passed Offers
anybody
self
in Zeeland, and claims that
*
If them
th
‘u**
through Coopersville at 10:30 next morning they are a
going west, and later (the same man, apparently, was seen at Nunica, but up to 9
?and will not bo nndoaold by
o’clock Thursday evening no report has
been received of his capture. Sheriff
Vaupell, Marshal A. Woltman and

J. Flieman

dealerJin

—•
B.ttarwag.nin.ve^JresMSaltMeatS
•

anyone.

Deputy

Sheriff Christmas of

Deputy Sheriff .fteed of

Grand Haven,

Call

tjfjJb1 9

and ExsinineJ

LAHJD,

Coopersville,
Aleo keeps on hand a line of|

ProsecutingAttorney McBride of Grand

always on hand-

Haven, with a large posse of citizens of
that locality, are in pursuit. SheriffVau-

foreword, for the capture of
murderer. He is described ss follows:
“About 26 years old, medium height,
weighs 160 to 170 pounds, dark complexmoustache,dark
of Lake Superidr.Vlewnt Petoikey,Pond ion, dark:lhalr.*black
In Lincoln Park, LMg Lake, Mich., clothea| and) shirt, coat half-frock,tall
Rocks LatarBuperioiiView on the Se- square-crown wlde-brim black felt hatj
bostecook River MfinouVlew of Casa left ahoe run over.” Later:— Word has
River, Mich., View at Grid Ledge, Ear bean received that the murderer has been
ly Morning on Coast of Maine, A Path- arrested in Chicago and Sheriff Vaupell

will, it is an- way, First

®

itt,

Fish, Poultry and

peU off*™

Game

the

has gone there to bring the suspectedpar-

neunced, also speak in cities throughout View of the Kaw River, tKansas, A View ty back for identification. Tho murdered
man loaves a wife and three grown up
the state but the dates have net yet been on the ShnogonuBga, Kansas, Whitfl
fixed.

is

a.3

CB

1882.

Now

g.<§

Ivor/Tbo Brook, Green Lake, Colorado. •ons

to

mourn

bis

lone.

v

*
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And a nice assortmentof Baggiesfor Fawners
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.
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storage warehouseat Cedar Bapids, Iowa,
was destroyed by fire. The loss to building

]|(!l!at|l

|its

|tew.

chanical precision that death was instantathe fall of the drop.

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

THE EAST.
Dab win Poster claims that Hate

Smolzey, who ia alleged to have fasted at
Fort Plain, N. Y., for nearly ninety days,

humbugging the

is

people; that she

is

af-

St Vitus’ dance, and that he is
convincedshe partakes of some food and
drink daily— enough to support life.
The
exports from New York last week exceeded
those of any previous week of this year,
and are valued at $8,505,957, against $6,flicted with

.

.

.

683,277 the previous week.

Eight thousand

cool miners are en-

gaged in the strike in Pennsylvania, and not

more than 1,000 men are at work. The
women have organized a “tin-pan brigade,”
and greet the non-unionists with a serenade
etc., when they leave work
in the evening.
. .The Cambria Iron Company, which gives employment to 5,000
men, announces that tfages will next month
be reduced 10 or 20 percent, with a corresponding allowance in coal and renls to
employes.

on pans, kettles,
.

Twenty thousand persons saw
special race at Sheepshead Bqy, L.

I.,

the
be-

tween Dwyer Brothers’ Miss Woodford and
Lorillard’s Drake Carter,the distancebeing
two and a half miles, and the stakes $5,000
a side, with $2,000 added by the Association. Miss Woodford won easily by ten
lenths in 4:28$, 1$ seconds behind the
best record.

The

“Molly Maguire" Society is said to

be again in operation in sections of Pennsylvania, and the names of citizens,mine
operators, and bosses are all eged to have
been placed on the death-list of the organization. The assassinationof two Hungarians recently and the burning of col-

liery proper^ is the accreditedwork

of the

'‘Mollies.”......

Both arms

of

Priddy, the oarsman who was defeated by Morris at Pittsburgh,have
been paralyzed, and uglf' rumors
are current to the effect that he has been
poisoned ____ BindskoffBros., clothiers, of
New York, have failed. The liabilitiesare
estimated at $909,000, It is claimed that
the assets are $1,100,000 ____ In the races at
Mystic Park, Boston, Young Rolfe, valued
at $15,000, ran away, and fell dead near
the judges’ stand, having ruptured a bloodvessel....Peters
Co., wholesale diy
goods at Syracuse, N. Y., failed for $125,000, mostly due in New York.

&

F. A.

Leonard, a

base-ball pitcher of

Boston, became incapacitatedfor duty some

months ago. The surgeons removed

his

shoulder blade and a portion of his collar
bone, causing him to linger in agony until

death relieved him ____ A factory at
Wheeling produced 7,564 kegs of ’steel

nails in fifty-five hours, last week, beating

all records....The Merchants’ Woolen
Mill at Dedham, Mass., was burned, loss
$75,000.

THE WEST.
In accordance with the proclamation of
the Governor of

Wyoming the

Veterinarian

and

Executive Committee of the Stock
Association of the Territoryhave issued a
circular to the railroads and the public
generally stating that no cattle from the
States will be admitted into Wyoming without a quarantine of ninety days, or longer
if judged necessary. This action,it is explained, is

due

to a fixed belief that con-

lous disease exists among herds
in various States, and • importa-

tion

without quarantine might lead
its spread in the Territory ____
A severe wind and rain storm swept over
the section of country in the vicinityof
Madison, Wis., and Galena, 111. Much
damage was done to standing crops. Many
farm buildings were unroofedand several
bridges swept away. .... The foundry of the
Peninsular Car Works, at Detroit, was
burned, causing a loss of $17,000.

to

B.

and

The French Consol

at

B
1

BLAINE WRITES A LETTER

Khartoum con-

firms the report of the raising of the siege,
and states that supplies of food can be ob-

Explaining Why Two Marriage
Ceremonies Were Performed.

of

HIE SOUTH.

which was moving at the rate of forty
miles nu hour, near Baltimore ____ A horsethief was sentenced at Wilmington, Del., to
pay $100 restitution and $200 fine, stand an
hour in the pillory, receive twenty lashes,
and be imprisoned for eighteen months.
train

the

POLITICAL.

W. A.

Eaton, 97; scattering, 16. This

shows a majority for Robie over all of

15,-

toum.

Michael Davitt and Mr. O’Brien,of

previously propounded;mat me p«
United Ireland,addressed a large meeting
mgs be stayed until answer is made; or, if
at
Castle Wellan, in the north of Ireland.
One hundred representatives of the
do reply is returned to the questions,that
Mr.
Davitt’s speech created a sensation.
Equal Rights party gathered on a farm in
the case be perpetuallyrestrained.
He
announced
that he was second in comStatements are sent out from La Prince George's County, Maryland,to rati- mand of the Irish National League, which
Crosse, Wis., that the damage to wheat by fy the nomination of Mrs. Lockwood for is fighting the battle of Irish liberty, and
the Presidency of the United States. The he appealed to his hearers, mostly Cathorust is widespread, and that a Minnesota
candidate spoke on the necessitiesof womlics, to lay aside their religious prejudices
miller suffered heavy loss in New York on an suffrageand the evils of monopolies.
and
to unite with their Protestant fellowflour made from smutty wheat which he
Congressionalnominations: Geo. West, countrymen in the struggle for national
had cleansed.. . .Frederick Band has been
appointedreceiver of the Indiana Banking Republican, Twentieth New York District; self-government. It is understood that
.

Company at

Indianapolis,to succeed J. G. Lyman Coe, Republican,Fourth Connecti8. Hanison, and the criminal proceedings cut; John
Carlisle, Democrat,
against the latter will be stopped. . .LeadSixth
Kentucky;
Lewis F. Payne,
ing citizens of Eau Claire, Wis., appeal to
Democrat,
Thirty-third
New -.York;,
the pqblic for aid for the sufferers by the
Republican,Twenrecent overflow of the hinnewn RiW and
‘ *
iffTo d IShnfp t-v-tllird New York; Thomas M. Ferrell,
have appointed a commit
itiee to distribute Democmt, First New Jertey; C. C. Burcontributions..
j
», /ti v
,
I nett, Republican,21st Ohio; E. C. CarleJ. B. Mobin & Co. B butter and cheeie jton, Democrat, Bevepth Michigan; C. A.

G.

.

Henry

.
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CiEXERAL.

figuresthereon have been defaced, and that
the figure 1 in the year 1851 has been entirely removed. I have no means of ascertaining by whom this was done, hut have
reason to believe, and do believe, that a
photographwas tiken of the defaced stone
by the procurementof one of the publishers of the New York A{je, a Democratic
WASIII.VGTO.V.
Forged indorsements to the amount of
paper published in this city, and that copies
$25,000 have been confessedby Samuel
Judge Gresham authorizes the state- of said photographwere sent to divers and
Wannamaker,once a very wealthy citizen
sundry persons, includingthe publisher of
ment that he expects to remain Postmaster the Indianapolis Sentinel, the defendant of
of Youngstown, Ohio, who fled last June.
He recentlyreturned in a penniless state General until March 4, notwithstanding the this suit."
and nearly dead from consumption,and rumors that he had accepted the vacant juCol. Dudley has tendered his resignadicial bench in Chicago.
thought best to divulge the truth ..... Fire
tion as Commissioner of Pensions, to take
Washingtonis disturbed at the news effect Nov. 10. He intends to go into the
at Detroit burned two planing mills and a
number of stores and one dwelling,the loss that farmers in Virginia and Maryland, hanking business at Washington.
reaching $50,000. The explosion of an oil
whose hogs are dying of cholera by scores,
tank injured two persons. One man broke
are
throwing the dead carcasses into the
a leg by jumping from a window, and
another had his face badly burned .... Potomac River, which furnishes WashingNear Farmer City, HI.,
passenger ton its water supply. Canalhoatmenreport
Delegates to the International Copytrain was derailedand a number of persons that the stench from the festering hogs is right Congress, in session at Berne, signed
injured, one or two fatally. Ex- Governor unbearable in portions of the upper river.
the draft of the treaty for the protection of
The commissionappointed by President
Hendricks, of Indiana,who was on the
train en route to Peoria, escaped with a few Arthur to visit Central and South America literary and artistic copyright, the adoption
of which will he recommended to the various
slight bruises. Editor John C. Shoemaker,
will leave Oct. 10 for the City of Mexico, powers.
of the Indianapolis Sentinel(defendant in
expecting to he absent six months.
It is reported that England is going to
Blaine libel suit), was inThe horse of Alfred M. Scales, candi- loan the Egyptian Government$40,000,000
jured internally and returned home.
In. the Bhine- Sentinel libel suit at date for Governor of North Carolina,ran to pay floating debts, the AlexandriaiuIndianapolis the defendants on Sept 18 away in Jackson County and fell down a demity, and the cost of works for the more
precipice.Scales was caught in a tree and
filed a bill of discovery.After reciting
extensive irrigation of the Nile Valley ____
received serious injuries.
Tne authoritiesof Limerick have decided
alleged facts previous to Mr. Blaine’s
not to pay the tax imposed for extra policemarriage, they claim that no record
men appointed by the Government because
was made of the marriage; that the
the local nrotection against outrages was
officiating minister has been dead for
Joseph O. Smith, Secretary of State of not deemed sufficient.
years, and that as Blaine is himself
Maine,
sends out the following figures ns
cognizant of all the occurrences, and as it
Reports have reached Cairo that Gen.
will be necessary for them to prove illicit the footings of the vote for Governor at the Gordon recently fought two battles with
intercourse with the person to whom he recent election: Robie, 78,912; Redman.
was subsequently married to justify the 50,061; H. B. Eaton, 3.137; Eustis, 1,190; the rebels and raised the siege of Khar-
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tained quite freely. Lord Wolseley telegraphed the British War Office to stop forSeveral towns in Michigan,Ohio, and
[New York telegram, j
warding troops to Egypt, but work on the
Hon. William Walter Phelps takes the
Indiana were shaken, on the afternoon of
transportsat Woolwich will be carried on.
....The weather in England continues responsibilityof giving to the pnblio the
Sept 19, by an earthquake of a few
favorable to the crops . not yet harvested.
following private letter addressed to him
seconds’ duration, the oscillations being
Prices have again declined.
more perceptible in the upper stories of
nearly two weeks ago:
The Governor of Kentucky refused the
structures. Tablewarewas dashed to the
Avgusta, Me., Sept 6.
request of a committeeof cattle-breeders Mr Dear Mb. Phelps: I have your favor of
floor, furnituredisturbed, and windows
4th advising me that “the continuousInvenwrecked, alarming the inmates, who, in
to convene the Legislature to take action the
tion and wide circulation of evil reports render
many instances,fled panic-stricken to the
as to the infected herd of Frisbie I. Lake, it advisable(In your Judgment) not to wait the
streets. At Detroit the quake was
and the latter now asks an appraisal in slow process of the law, bnt to speak directly to
the pnblio In my own vindication."In this
severely felt,
the river rose
order that the afflicted animals may be opinion many others on whose judgment I rely
some inches. The Methodist Conference
killed at the public expense ..... Newcomb, concur.
and Ladies’ MissionarySociety,in session
Buchanan A Co., an extensive Louisville I shrinUfustlnctively from the suggestion, alat Defiance, Ohio, hastily quitted the buildthough I feel sure I could strengthenthe confiwhisky firm, have assigned.
dence of all who feel friendly to me by bringing
ing which they occupied; and the disturbSadie Robinson, a 12-year-old girl, ab- to view the simple thread of truth which Is conance almost caused a panic at a reunion in
cealed la the endlesstisanes of falsehood. You
sconded from her home in Framingham, can Imagine how Inexpressibly painful It must
Ottawa, Ohio. Children in the schools at
Indianapolis became olarmrd, and occu- Democrat,Tenth Iowa ; John Hailley, Mass., a few days ago, taking with her he to discuss one’s domesticlife In tne press, although I think with you that under the clrcumpants of railroad depots in the sections vis- Democrat,Idaho Territory.
$60,000 worth of bonds and diamonds be- sumoea I could count upon the generosity of the
ited imagined that a locomotive had collided
The Democratsand Bntleritesareto fuse longing to her mother. It was her inten- public to justify a statement which otherwise
with the building^.A rumbling sound was
heard in some places, resemblinga distant in Pennsylvania. The electoral ticket will tion, she confessedon being apprehended,
explosion.Tremors were also felt in por- bo made up of twenty-three Cleveland men to get married in Boston to a young man
she leves, but whose name she refused to and so consideratean interest in my affairs,
tions of Canada, Kentucky,and West Vir- and seven of Butler's friends.
give. The valuables have been recovered. l ae leisure hours of to-dsy, when our campaign
ginia, and were so severe in the suburbs of
is ended, and we wait only for the election,gives
... .In Washington County, Pa., drought is
me the opportunityfor this prompt reply and
Cincinnati as to terrify the children in the
for the following essential details.
causing
the
death
of
cattle
and
sheep
in
schools.
At Georgetown, Ky., in the spring of lfi48,
large numbers.
The eminent tragedian, John McCul- At the business session of the Society of
when I was but 18 years of age, I first met the
George W. Lawrence, formerly a lady who for more than thirty-fouryears has
lough, began an engagement at McVicker’s the Army of the Cumberland,at Rochester,
been my wife. Our acquaintance resultedat
a banker in North Manchester,Ind., who
the end of six months in an engagement, which,
Theater, Chicago, on Monday, in his great N. Y., a report was submitted showing that
without the prosjject of speedy marriage,we
escaped from the insane asylum at Indiancharacter of “Virginius.”There are many the Treasurer of the organization had on
naturallysought to keep to ourselves.Two
who regard Mr. McCullough’spersonation hand $25,039 for a national statue to Gen. apolis last month, was captured in Gascon- years later, in the spring of 1850, when I was
of the Koman father as the very crown and Garfield.Congress has appropriated $30,- ade County, Missouri, a reward of $500 maturing plans to leave my professionin Kentucky and establish myself elsewhere,I was
flower of all his tragic embodiments.The 000, and a suitablesite is to be selected by having been offered for him. It transpires suddenly summoned to Pennsylvania by the
Secretary
Lincoln.
Gen.
Sheridan,
and
the
great actor is supported by a strong comthat he secured employment as traveling death of my father. It being very doubtful if
pany. the principalmembers of which have Chairman of the Monument Committee of salesman for a St. Louis house, and was I could return to Kentucky, I was threatened
the Cumberland Grand Army.
long been associatedwith him.
successfullyconducting business ____ Three with an Indefinite sei>aration from her whopossessed my entire devotion. My one wish,
men were killed and two others fatally in- vyas to seenre her to myself by an indissoluble
The
Department
of
Agriculture
devotes
Buchhan Bros., clothiers,of Cincinjured
by
a
collision
of
Hannibal
freight
tie against every possiblecontingency in life,
nati, have made an assignment. Their lia- a fair share of its September report to the
and on the 30th day of June, 1850, just prior to
trains near New Cambria,Missouri.
subject
of
wheat-raising
in
India,
and
gives
my departurefrom Kentucky, we were, in the
bilities are placed at $400, 000 ..... Bronson,
The aggregate clearances in the princi- presenceof chosen and trusted friends, united
tables
showing
that
the
railway
freights
to
Mich., was visited by a conflagration,and
by what I knew was in my native State of Pennthe seaboard in that country are 50 per pal clearing-houses of the United States sylvania a perfectly legal form of marriage.
one side of two business streetswas tocent, higher than those between Chicago for the last week show a decrease of 26.2
On reaching home I fonnd that my family,
tally destroyed. Loss, $50,000..... Inand
tidewater ____ Fishermen along the per cent, as compared with the correspond- and especially my bereaved mother, strongly
cendiaryfires at Cleveland in the same
discountenancedmy business plans as involvnorth shore of the St. Lawrence and on the
locality as the big fire of two weeks
ing week last year. Outside New York the ing too long a separation from home and kinnorth side of Anticoste, are in destitute
dred. I complied with her wish that 1 should
ago caused a loss of $250,000, with
decrease was 41.6 percent; in New York resume, at least for a time, my occupation in
insurance
about the same ..... circumstances,and the Government is the decrease was 30. 1 per cent. ; and in Chi- Kentucky, whither I returnedin the latter part
By order of the State Veterinarianof asked to render aid ____ The Canadian cago 15.5 per cent ____ Lightning caused a of August.
Government is about to authorize the layDuring the ensuing winter, induced by misIllinois, four horses afflicted with glanders
ing of a cable from Sable Island to Halifax, fire at Sand Lake, Mich., which degivings, which were increased by legal consulwere killed on the premises of J. W. Barber,
stroyed a dozen business places, the tations, I became alarmed lest a doubt might be
a distance of 130 miles.
of Decatur, after they had been quarantined
loss being $20,
Bronson, thrown upon the validity of our marriage by
The
largest
land
sale
in
the
history
of
of non-sompliancewith the law of the
for thirty days ____ So stagnant is the lumber
Mich., two-thirds
the business reason
trade at East Saginaw that the Board of North America has jnst been consummated section was burned, entailing a loss of State where It had occurred, for I had learned
that the laws of Kentucy made a license certiTrade resolved to ask the boom companies in Mexico, where a tract in Chihuahua and $40,000. An entire block; including the fied by the Clerk of the County Court an indisto suspend rafting for the season and the
requisite of a lejal marriage. After
Durango, larger than some of the New Esmond House, was burned at Portland, pensable
much deliberation,and with an anxioua
mills to shut down as rapidly as possible,
Ore.,
the
damage
reaching
$120,000,
with
England States,was conveyed to a British
desire to guard In the -most effectual manthus closing business six weeks earlier than
syndicate for $1,000,000 cash. The $90,000 insurance. Ten buildings were ner against any embarrassmentresulting
usual ____ The steamers Morning Mail,
property had not hitherto been transferred consumed at Eureka, New, among them the from our position— for which I alone was
Bonanza, and Lily, were burned at Cinresponsible-we decidedthat the simplest and
for two centuries ____ It is claimed that 500 Parker House and White Pine Bank, inat the same time the surest way was to repair to
cinnati, involving a loss of about $60,000.
Chinamen have made their way into Oregon volving a loss of $70,000. Several wooden Pennsylvaniaand have another marriageservice
business
houses
at
Lonoke,
Ark.,
were
performed. This w as done in the presence of
from British territory within the last three
months on the false pretense that they lived swept away, the loss approximating $20,000. witnesses fn the city of Pittsburgh, in the month
of March, 1851, but was not otherwise made pubin America before the Chinese restriction The Middlesex Bleacherv at Somerville, lic, for obviousreasons. It was solemnizedonly
E. De Morella, a prominent merchant of law was passed ____ The burning of the Mass., was burned. The loss is placed at
to secure an indisputable validity— the first marBaltimore and Italian Consul at that city, Grand Trunk car-shops and all its contents, $200,000,while the insurance is but $68,000. riage being by myself and my wife always held
sacred. At the mature age of 54 I do not defend
has disappeared,owing to financial troubles, at London, Ontario, involves a loss of
the wisdom or prudence of a secret marriage,
$500,000.
he said. He owes $30,000 to various parsuggestedby the ardor and the inexperienceof
The Duties of a Servant.
youth; but Its honor and its purity were invioties.
Mr. Blaine's reply to the interrogatories
“Mamma,” exclaimed a little girl, late, as 1 believe,in the sight of God, and can
Another Presidentialcandidate has been propounded by the defense in the libel
not be made to appear otherwise by the wicked
running into the bouse, “me and Willie devices of men. It bronght to me a companionplaced in nomination. W. L. Ellsworth, of suit at Indianapoliswere filed in the
wanted nurse to sit down and let us ship which has been my chief happiness from
Pennsylvania, is the nominee of the Ameri- United States Court, at that city, puor sand in her back, and she boyhood'syears to this hour, and has crowned
me with whatever success I have attained in life.
can PoliticalAlliance. Charles H. Water- last week. Mr. Blaine states under oath wouldn’t.”
My eldest child, a son, was born in his grandman, of New York, is the candidatefor that he was ni irried “ in Millersburg,
“Certainly not. She did quite; right.” mother'shouse on the isth day of June, 1851, In
tho city of Augusta,Me., and died in her arms
Vice President on the same ticket .....
Ky., on the 30th of June, 1850, in the
“Well, that’s what you told her she three years later. Ills ashes repose in the cemThe State Prohibition Convention of presence of Sarah C. Stanwood and S. L. was to do when she first came.”
etery of his native city, beneath a stone which
Colorado was held ut Denver, a committee
recordedhis name and the limits of his innocent
Blaine. The marriage was secret. Hav“I told her she was to let yon and life.
of fifteen being appointedto place a State
That stone, which had stood for almost an
ing doubt subsequently of its validity Willie pour sand down her back ?”
entire generation, has been recently defacedby
ticket in the field. The Colorado Greenunder the laws of Kentucky, which then
brutal
and sacrilegious hands.
“Not exactly that, mamma; but yon
back-Labor Party also held their conven- stringently requireda license from the
As a candidatefor the PresidencyI knew that
told
her
she
was
to
mind
the
children.”
tion at Denver and named an electoraland
I should encountermany forms of calumny and
Clerk of the County Court, I had the marState ticket, the gubernatorial candidate riage solemnized a second time in Pitts- —New York Sun.
personal defamation,but I confessthat I did
not exixct to lie called upon to defend the name
being John E. Washburn, of Larimer. burgh. Pa., on the 29th of March, 1851, in
of a belovedand honored wife, who Is a mother
They resolved to fuse with the Democrats. th? presence of John V. Lemoyne and Daa grandmother; nor did I expect that the
Most fathers know by this time that and
grave of my little child would be cruelly deseBARNEy McAtee, member of the City vid Bell." His first child, a son, was born
a diamond pin, a brown-stonehouse, crated.
Council of Louisville, was kicked by a on the 18th of June, 1851. In regard to
Against such gross forms of wrong the law
or even the highest test of respectathe defacing of this child's tombstone, Mr.
horse over the heart and instantlykilled'
gives no adequate redress, and I know that in
bility—
an
English
dog-cart—
are
not
the
end my most effective appeal againstthe
William Harrison, a notorious horse- Blaine says: “I have not myself seen guarantees that a man will be a good unspeakable
outrages which I resist must be to
the stone since the first week in July,
the noble manhood and noble womanhood ofi
thief, who was handcuffed and in charge of
but have reason to believe, and do believe, husband ; yet a large majority of marAmerica, Your friend very sincerely,
a deputy, en route to jail, jumped from a that since that date many letters and riages are made because of similar
James G. Blaine.

neous with

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
Dr

and cohtents is said to be $40,000 ____ Isaac
Jacobson, the murderer of George Bedell,
was executed in Chicago with such me-

Newcomb, Bepublican, Tenth Missouri; O.
J. Atkinson, People's party, Sevemth Michigan; Joseph Bonkin, Democrat, Fifth Wisconsin; L. A. Larson, Democrat, Eighth
Wisconsin;W. O. Dallmeyer, Bepublican, Eleventh Wisconsin ;
B.
Marshall,Democrat, Second Virginia; A.
A. Bamsey, Bepublican.Third Massachusetts John D. Long, Bepublican, Second
Massachusetts; F. B. Grant, Democrat, Second New Jersev; John H. Bogers, Democrat Fourth Arkansas;F. E. Shaw, Democrat Second Maryland; J. H. Stickel,
Democrat Second’ Nebraska; Charles O’Neill, Bepublican, Second Pennsylvania;
William D. Kelley, Bepublican, Fourth
Pennsylvania; Allen Miller, Bepublican.
ThirteenthOhio; F. D. Ely. Bepublican,
Ninth Massachusetts;J. F. Wait, Bepublican, Third Connecticut;C. C. Cmrk,
Democrat, Fourteenth Illinois; John Atkinson. Bepublican, First Michigan; L.
Ira Davenport Bepublican,Twentyninth New York: Alex Graves, Democrat,
Fifth Missouri;George West, Republican,
Twentieth New York; H. C. McCoy,

Mr. Parnell and Mr.

Davitt have

superficialities.
— Ereem

tion. It

is the finest in England, and all of

its members are regularly enlisted

men

w,.s Journal.

STATE OF TRADE!
When we

we are not liked,
But Slight Improvement InBusiness— Bradwe assert that we are not understood
street’s Iteport.
when probably the dislike we have
[New York special.)
excited proceeds from our being too
Bradutreet'H Journal, in its commercial
fully comprehended.—Lad}/ ]ile>ixing~
Biimmaryfor the week, saj’e: The teleton.
find that

;

Beeves ..........................$7.01 @ 7.50
Hoos .............................6.00 @ 7.00

Flour— Extra ...................
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ...........

5.50 (# 6.2.5
.81 ftfl .85)$
No. 2 Red .............. .83 (<i .90
Corn-No. 2 ..................... .61
.64
.41
Oats— White ..................... .35
Pork— New Mens ............... 17.50 018.00

®

CHICAGO.
Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers. 6.75 @ 7.25
Good Shipping ......... 6.00 0) 6.50

Common to

Fair

....... 5.0D 0) 5.50

5.50 0 6.50
Hogs ....................
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex 4.25 0 4.75
Good to Choice Spring. 4.00 0 4.50
........

0

Wheat—

No. 2 Spring ............ .75
.76
No. 2 Red Winter ......
.80
.81
Corn— No. 2 ...................... .63 0) .64
.26
oats— No. 2 ...................... .25
Rye-No. 2 ....................... .53
.55
Barley-^No. 2 ................... .67
.69
Uutteb — Choice Creamery ...... ,.24
.26
Fine Dairy ............ .17
.20
Cheese— Fall Cream ............ .11
.12
Skimmed Flat ......... .06
.07
Eggs— Fresh ..................... .17
.18
Potatoes— New, per bu ......... .23
.30
Pork— Mess ..................... 16.25 016.75
Lard ............................. .07
.07)4

TOLEDO.
Wheat—

No. 2 Red ............... .77
Corn— No. 2 ...................... .63
Oats-No. 2 ................... .27

MILWAUKEE.

Wheat-No.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.79
.66
.28

........ .74
.75
.55
Corn -No. 2 ...................... .63
.29
Oats— No. 2 ..................... .28
.61
Barley— No. 2 Spring ........... .60
Pork— Mess ......................15.50 016100
Lard .............................7.00 0 7.25
2

...........

.

ST. LOUIS.

Wheat-No.

0
0
0
0

.................... .77
.78)$
Corn— Mixed ..................... .60
.51
Oats— No. 2 ..................... .27
.28
Rye ................................58
.69
Pork— Moss ......................16.25 010.75
2

CINCINNATI.
Wheat-No.

2

Red ............... .77

0

DETROIT.
Flour ............................5.00 0 5.75

Wheat— No

1 White ............. .80

0

.81

Corn -Mixed ................... .53 0 .54
Oats— Na 2 Mixed .............. .30 0 .31
Pork— New Mess .................iaoo 018.50

INDIANAPOLIS.

No. 2 Red, New ......... .75
.................... .49
Oats— Mixed .................... .26

Corn— Mixed

in
EAST LIBERTY.
the British service ____
Catholio Cattle -Best .................... 6.50
Fair. ....................6.00
churchesin .the province of Canton, China,
4.50
have been destroyed. M'ost of the pastors
6.25
Rhvrp
.] ......
..v
’
4.00
were French missionaries,

The

‘

0

graphic advices to Braddtreet'n this week,
although telling of slight advances at some
points,again fail to reveal any decided improvement in the general trade situation.
The cooler weather has stimulatedthe demand for heavy dry goods and clothing.
The seaboard cities send no news of special
moment, save that at Boston a belief appears to prevailin an early improvement in
the dr)- goods movement. General trade at
Boston is reported more satisfactoryin volume than in prices.
Going west, Cleveland complains of tho
flat iron market, while St. Louis notes a
slight improvement in iron. The San Francisco correspondent tells of quicker sides of
dry goods, but sends no other good word.
At St. Paul wheat has been somewhat lowered in grade, owing to injury by min. The
price at Fargo for No. 1 hard is 53 cents
and at Grand Forks 51 cents. The Minnesota farmers are persistingin their refusal
to sell. At some western points the farmers are borrowing money, where possible,
and hoarding their grain.
The coal trade shows an improvement,
and iron is unchanged,save as regards the
better demand reported at St. Louis. The
iron men are awaiting developmentsin the
coal trade.

The New York dry goods market ha»
been helped by the cool weather.
Cotton continues neglected by speculators, and spots and futures have had a fur-

ther decline. Dispatchesto Bradnlreet'*
from Texas indicate that the weather has
continued too dry over a part of the State.
Trade in wool has been less active, but
there has been no weakening of prices at
any point.

THIS AND THAT.

.79

Corn ............................ .53 0 .55
Oats— Mixed ..................... .27 0 .28
Pork— Mess ......................16.25 010.75
Lard ............................. .07 0 .07)4

their differences ..... The
Grenadier Band will probably go to
New Orleans to attend the World’s Exposi- Wheat—

settled all

a

.78

0
0

.51

0
0
0
0
0

7.00
6.50
5.00
6.75
6.00

.27

G. G. Symes, the Republican nominee
for Oongress from Colorado, is said to
worth $500,000.

be

A Wheeling man tried to kill himself
because he dreamed his sweethearthad
borne a negro baby. >

The numerous visitors to a big fair have
almost unanimouslyvoted that MissUJherfy
Johnson is the prettiest girl in San Francisco.

An English manufactureradvertises that
matches may be eaten by children
with positive benefit to their appetite and
his safety

digestion.

F
/

through
mine near Wilkesbarre,
Pennsylvania. He could find his way
fflilatjit
Hr. Oonkling Talks on the Sitnationaby where in the mines, and worked like
He Win Probably Support
a locomotive.Ho started in life beHOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
Butler.
decked with a dim color, but at the
time of his death was perfectly white.
Blaine in Boston, Hendricka at Peoria,
In France there are two Jews in the The cause of his death was old age.
Butler at Louisville, and Daniel ,
Senate, three in the Chamber, four in
The late Julia Brace, of Bloomfield,
the Council of State, and two in the
at the Huh.
Supreme Council of Public Education. Connecticut,was deaf, dumb, and blind
all her life, but her remaining senses
Conkllng Talks.
One Cabinet Minister, M. D. Raynal, is
[New York special]
were so highly developed that she aca Jew, and so are ten chiefs of minislived, toiled, and kicked his way

%

\

life in a coal

%w*'

—Allegan adds a

Report of the Condition of the

— Battle Creek

Crops in Europe.

cigar box factory to its

Interests.
is

getting ont a new city

directory.
[Washington dispatch.]

Manistee’s Band of

The report of the Commissioner of Agriculture for September has just been isiued.
It gives a very interestingreport on the

con-

dition of the crops in Europe, India, and

Hope numbers over

one hundred.

—Hay

fever finds no lodgment at Petos-

key and Charlevoix.

—Bancroft has the best common -council

other foreign countries.

room
year,

in the country.
lu Europe, as compared with last
oat acreages have fallen off
—A Battle Creek lady has a clock made
Conkllng tells all newspaper reporters that he 5 8-10 per cent, and 2 8-10 per cent.,
quired a fair education,and was able to
in the year 1817, and yet it keeps good
terial departments, three Prefects,seven
Is out of public life and has no interest In polirespectively,and the slight gain of 2.4 per
tics. and nas nothing to say. To his friends and
sub-Prefeots,four Inspector Generals, keep herself informed of all current acquaintances,however, he talks with the ut- cent, in wheat has no siguificancebefond time.
events. It is related that when she most freedom.
the fine conditionof the land in the last
five Generals,four Colonels,nine Lieu—The school seat factory at Battle Creek
To one of these he said yesterdaythat In his
was at school at the Asylum, when the
sowing
season.
tenant Colonels,and eleven Judges.
is
compelledto run thirteen hours a day to
Judgment both parties had nominated bad and
A dispatch to Loudon from Calcutta exunworthy men. He could not consistently vote
girl pupils were dressing in the mornfill orders.
for cither.He gave fats friend to understand presses the opinion that India will be able
A Physician in Syracuse says that he ing, and took turns before the glass to that ho would vote for Butler If he voted at all. to export 50,000,000 bushels of wheat to
—Henry Williams, a well known and
If he takes any part in politics he will use his
is the second Christ. When he was put up their hair, she always insisted
foreign countries this year. The Commisof ----Butler.
aged citizen of Addison, was drowned in
influence In bemalf
----- He
— said that
30 years of age he claims to have on having her turn, and would stand there would he more men in both of the great sioner observes that the increase of exports
parties who would vote against their leaders from India from a few hundred thousand the mill pond there.
received divine manifestations. When there to put up her hair like any one than had" ever been known in the history of our bushels per annum ten to twenty years ago
—At Flushing unregenemte yonths raise
he reaches 46 years he will be translated else. No other place would answer politics. He said that there was no way of esti- to 37,148,543 bushels in 1881-82, and
mating the extent of the dissatisfaction in the
terrible rumpuses ou the front steps of the
to heaven, whence he will return in fifty the purpose,though it could, of course, ranks of the Republican and Democraticparties. 39,127,977 bushels of sixty pounds for
He thought that this discontentwith the party 1883-84 (year ended March 31), has excited churches Sunday nights.
days to found a kingdom where all will make no difference whether she was leaders was greaterIn this Btate than In any
the attentionof the wheat-growing coun—The Adrian Light Guard have 145
be love. He is indorsed by a Metho- before the glass or in the darkest other in the Union. It was on this accountthat tries. It is known that India comes near
no sound predictioncould now he made as to
active •members, and fifteen applicationson
to France ami Russia in the volume of
dist clergyman of Syracuse. But all corner of a dark closet.
the politicaloatcome in New York Btate.
If this dissatisfactionshould continueto grow
wheat production, and that these countries the way and $[150 in the treasury.
this has not prevented him from elopButler may receive more votes here than either
have only one out-ranking competitor— the
—A Midland husband had his wife and
While Miss Annie Jeming, of New- Blaine or Cleveland. Mr. Conkling has no de- United States of America.
ping with another man’s wife.
sire to return to public life at present. He says
another
man arrested for very bad conduct
ark, N. J., was strolling along the that it is a good time to l>e out of politics.
The Commissioner speaks of the folly of
Can such things be? A correspondMr. Conkling thinks the general tendency Is
—jailed.
Husband mortgaged bis farm to
banks of a canal recently she discov- In the direction of the breaking up of the two attempting to “feed the nations of the
ent writing from the Berkshire district
earth.
He
savs: “The area in wheat is now get bail for them. Then Porter and the
ered a boy in the act of drowning.She leading party organizations, tie has never 38,500,000 acres, and 12,000,000 acres are
given any of his old Republican associates the
to a Pittsburgh paper says
“The unwoman skipped. Husband left in the
immediately ran for assistance to a slightest ground for leading them to suppose cultivated in excess of the wants of the
terrified summer boarder has invaded
he would vote this year for the Republican country, the produce of which must be
lurch.
German family near by. He could not that
candidatefor President.
Stockbridge, and plays sad havoc with
sold abroad, mainly in Liverpool in compe—A 3-year old lad, sou of Spencer FradThe politicalsituationshifts-here from day
understand what she wanted, whereto day. The politiciansacknowledgethat tition with the grain of Russia, of South enburg, near Chase, was nearly eaten up by
its manners and traditions. Within the
upon she seized the man by the arm among workingmen the General will get a America, of Austria, and of India. It
week I have seen the racket danced in
good vote. It is learned, too, that In is sent 1.500 miles by land and 3,000 a ferocious sow a few days ago. The beast
and dragged him to the barks of the Troy
there was a formidable holt againat
Jonathan Edwards’ room, and seen sevcanal. The German saw the boy and Cleveland as well as In Rochester. The tem- miles by sea, and from California tore bis throat open, gouged out an eye,
perancemovementiu Western New Y’ork bothers more than half round the world and otherwise terribly disfigured him. He
eral ‘jack pots’ opened on the very
jumped in and caught him, The Ger- the Republicansvery much. Altogether to' compete with the half-civilized
table on which he wrote his wonderful
may live, but is badly disfigured.
man, however, was not an adept at things are very much mixed in New York Btate. fellahsof Egypt and the filaves of India.
moral essays, and on which at this later
It
is a competition unworthy of American
—Ray City has an inventor who, though
swimming and began to show signs of
lllolne’s Reception at Boston.
freemen, and utterly unnecessary,being but seventeen years old, has invented and
date I am writing this letter.”
[Boston dispatch.]
giving up his load, when the young lacaused by had calculation in the distribuwill have patented a guard gate for apdy
again
made
off
for
assistance,
this
tion of crop areas, for while we export oneThe project of cutting a ship canal
third of the wheat productionwe import proaches to swing bridges. All who have
across the province of Holstein, con- time to an English-speaking fisherman,
Blaine. He was met by a delegation of the Re- one-seventh
.....
of all th
the ’
barley
•
consumption seen it pronounce it a great success and
necting the North Sea with the Baltic, who, after considerable delay, rescued publicanCity Committee under charge of Fran- and $100,000,000 worth of sugar at foreign
give the youthful inventor great praise.
cis Parkman, and conducted to the hotel. In
is now being taken up by the German the two unfortunatesfrom a liquid the ladies’ parlor he was given an ovation by valuation, which brings $150,000,000in our
— The gas well at the Adrian Water
the leading Republicans of the city, Including local markets, in addition to the costs and
authorities in earnest The canal is to grave.
Gov.
Robinson.
It was a noticeable fact that profits of refining here.’’- ^
VJ
\s v * Aww
aaa •jv/ *»• av
Works is now about 940 feet deep, the last
the assemblage in the receptionroom cheered
run from near the mouth of the Elbe to
sixty feet being through white marl. The
A miraculousplant is an object of Mr. Blaine more vociferously than did the 3,000
the harbor of Kiel, Germany’s chief
people outalde. Immediately after tbe recepdrill is now cutting a hole three and a half
interest near Avon, N. Y., says the St tion Mr. Blaine was conducted to the balcony of
naval port on the “Ostsee.” It is to be
the hotel,where he was introducedby Mr. Parkinches
in diameter, and the quantity of gas
Louis Republican. It grow’s on a grave
constructed of such dimensions as to
man. Mr. Blaine said:
escaping
from the well is constantly in"Ithankvon, gentlemen,for this old-fashioned The Nutt Family at UniontAa, Pa.,
seventy years old, three stalk of it,
permit the largest ironclads in the GerBoston welcome. 1 do not come to your city at
creasing.
Poisoned by N. L Dukes' }
man navy steaming from the Baltic to never more, never fewer; it dies every a stranger,and I feel I am amongold friends and
—The United States Fish Commission is
winter, springing up and blooming true friends. I have known your city for thirty
the German Ocean, or vice versa.
years. I have watched its progress with deep
Friends.
making
arrangements for increasing the
every spring, and never misses a year. personal ifaterest,and whenever ft fell within
my power I have In a bumble way contributed
supply
of
whiteflshspawn, obtained at
The Current: In four years the rail- It is a sure crop of three stalks, and thereto. Boston Is to all New England a center
[Uniontown )Pa.) special.]
of interest,as much in my Btate as In yours, and
Alpena,
etc.
The enormous quantity of
Intense excitement has been caused here
road directors of the country are be- seeds which never take root, and it is there is no city within the limits of the Union
fish
now
being
taken from the lakes makes
lieved to have pumped $200,000,000 of the only known plant of its kind in the where a popular greeting would be more grate- by the discovery of an atrocious attempt
ful than it is to me this evening. Thanking
it
imperative
that
the artificial spawning
to take the lives of the members of the
...all
"
-i 'for
— *»•water into their stock. Although the State of New York. It is said to be a you with
my heart
the —
good-willann
shall
be
closely
attended
to.
real cost of building railways has con- native of Connecticut, where it is plen- good-cheerwith which you have received me, I Nutt family. The well from which the
bid you good
„ 4 „ supply of water was drawn was poisoned
Mr. Blaine was then presentedformally to all
tinued to diminish,the price to invest- tiful and is called “false gromwell.”
—George F. Lewis, editor of the Bay
who wore in the rooms.
by some unknown miscreant. Two of the City Call, and Secretary of the Northeastors has increased $4,446 per mile of This is what the people around Avon
Butler In New York.
young ladies are already dead, and other ern Fair, is a great big, good-natured felroad. This increase was in additionto say, and they also tell strangers the
members of the family are dying. As far
[Lowville (N. Y.) telegram. J
low, but the fact that “Fred" has tried for a
the already inflated capital. Whereas legend of the plant. In 1814 a ConGen. Butler apoke on the grounds of the Lewis as can be ascertained,there is no apparent
was slain by a comrade County fair to a great crowd. He was well re- motive for the deliberatecrime, and all ef- number of years to lay before his printers
the building of roads could not have necticut
ceived. In the course of his speech ho said :
forts made thus far to trace the persons enworse chirograph)’than Horace Greeley ever
cost over $30,000, the shareholders for his money, and this is the murdered
"I want to be Just to all parties.I have betm
gaged in the horrible affair have proved manufacturedstands most vividly promiin
them
all, know all their good aiftl all their
man’s
grave.
The
assassin
was
caught,
paid, or were supposed to pay, $70,000
faults and failings. But I can say to you In all a signal failure. The first intimation
per mile. It is little wonder that the tried, condemned, and duly put to death. sincerity that the mass of the people who com- of the coming horror was the an- nent in the memory of all his employes. To
pose all parties are honest lovers of their counBut that was natural and according to try, who would do It no wrong if they knew It, nouncement last evening of the sudden write a had baud for printers’copy is emibubble went to pieces.
death of Miss Annie Nutt, sister of Miss nently proper, but when writing a business
law. The miracle is that the Connecti- nor would they suffer any wrong to bo done it.
are honest men In all parties, Lizzie Nutt, whose betrayalby N. L. Dukes communicationG. Fred Lewis (he parts his
An Irishwoman of Washington, D. cut plant should spring from the Con- There
and as many In proportion to theii was followed by the tragic death of the
numbers in one as in another, and if it ever apname in the middle) ought to take time
C., is the proud owner of a handsome
necticut man’s grave and renew itself I>ear8 there are more dishonest men In on* young girl's father, and subsequentlyof
enough at least to shaipeu his stub pen, go
canine, which she has taught the art of
Dukes,
who
was
shot
by
James
Nutt.
This
so many years, when it will grow no- party than in another, It is because that party
is In power under temptation,and to that party evening Miss Nellie Nutt, another of the
that
the postoffleeclerks in his town wittrf
eluding the horrid dog-catcher. A few where else in New York State and does the rascals are attracted."[Laughter.] Gen.
sisters, expired,and news of her death was
know
iu what direction the letter wants to
Butler then’ talked of the Republicaiu>arty
and
days ago one of those fiends who throw not increaseor multiply where it is.
the Democraticparty, and said: The Rebe
sent.
At 9 o’clockthis morning, a letter
the net was just in the act of letting it
publican party is the party of monopoly because monopoly has gone to them. But enough
was
received
by the city editor of the Jourover the aforesaid dog when the Irish“Miss Grundy,”
York monopoly has ’stayed in the Democratic party being analyzed, and the people are
nal
from
the
rotund Secretary, requesting
woman grasped the situation. In a Graphic: An invalid lady who cannot to make It of no consequence which party wins. awaitin with intense anxiety the result
The people never win. If laboring men will
his presence at East Saginaw, at 7 this
twinkling she put her head out of the walk a step, is, strange as it may seem, vote together they can elect two Presidents by of the examination. In the absence of any
known motive for the crime the story of morning,to attend an editorialexcursion
window and called ont “Shoo-o!” The one of the most richly dressed ladies at by the number of their votes."
over the Flint and Pere Marquette’s linos
the Nutt scaidal and the events following it
Hendricks at Peoria.
dog was within a foot of its kennel, and Saratoga, as well for the number and
are being excitedlydiscussed,and although in the interest of the NortheasternFair.
[Peoria (111.)AssociatedPress dispatch.]
as the net came down the dog jumped variety as for the quality and style of
there may be no truth in it the theory is
The cause of the delay iu receiving the letFifteenthousand people greeted Gov. Heninto the door of the kennel and was her toilet. She appears every evening dricks and Mayor Harrison on the fair grounds. advanced that some friend of Dukes bag
ter, which was sent Wednesday morning,
resorted
to
this
disagreeable
act
to
avenge
safe. The woman politelyturned to in a fresh, beautiful toilet, when she is Each gentleman delivered an address confined
to agriculture,horticulture, and mechanical his killing by the brother of Miss Lizzie
zie
was that the word “Flint" on the envelope
ues three
tl
the disappointed poundmaster and wheeled by a maid only less hand- pursuits. At the close of the-----speeches
Nutt. Young James Nutt, the avenger of looked more like a signboardat a country
cheers were given by the vast multitude for the
.nd
coolly said: “Call again!"
somely dressed than herself into the distinguishedspeakers. In the evening Gov. his Bister's honor, who is at home, and also crossroadthan anything else. The city
Hendricks addressedone of the largest Demo- his sister Lizzie, were both made ill, but
parlor of the Grand Union Hotel, in a cratic meetings ever held In Peoria. There were their condition is not c ritic&l.
editor didn’t take in the excursion, but he
A hero of two wars and the Senator
rolling chair. From head to feet her 20,000 people in line and at the various places of
has the satisfactionof knowing that Fred
meeting. GoY. Hendricks spoke in the Wigfrom three States lies in an unmarked
dress is always of the richest materials, Vi
warn;
uni , every possiblevymju
space au
in the hall, which
Lewis can’t write
little bit. — Flint
THE
PEACE
OF
EUROPE.
grave, says the Quincy Whig. In his
vutwill hold 5,000 people, was crowded to Its
her feet being encased in costly silk most capacity. He spoke for one hour In one of
Journal.
lifetime he was extended the , freedom
The Conference of the Three Emperors
stockings and low shoes. She carries the ablest euorts of his Hfe. The dangerous
Health In Michigan.
of great cities; commonwealths paid
accident on the train on his trip to Peoria, on
Settled for the Present.
the most costly fan yet seen here this which he came near losing his life, seemed to
Reportsto the State Board of Health, Lsnsimr,
[Cable
dispatch
from
Skierniwice,
Poland.]
costly tributes to his bravery on battlehim to speak with energy and earnestsummer. It is composed of twenty os- cause
The Austrian Empeipr conferred the by observers In differentparts of the Btate show
ness.
fields ; his ringing voice was in demand
the diseaseswhich caused most sickness In
trich plumes, each jieaYly eighteen
Grand Cross of St Stephen upon Grand Michigan during the week ending Sept. 13, 1884,
Butler's Campaign.
to help political friends ©»t of tight
inches long, fastenedto long sticks of
[From the Chicago’ Herald.]
Duke Vladimir, De Giers, and Prince as follows. Number of observers heard from, 49:
places at such times as this. Now the
John F. Henry, of New York,’ Presidentof Lobanoff. Ho also presented Gen. Janjuclear amber, each made out of a solid
visitor wades through a wilderness of
the National Anti-Monopolyorganization-, is
piece. The invalid has not walked for at the Grand Pacific. He came direct from tin, commander of the regiment of which
hazel, orchardfgrassand briers, in vain
New York, and is .en route to California on j)er he is honoraryColonel, with a gold snuffthree years, yet is very cheerful and
sonal business, as’ he claims. In speaking of box set with diamonds. In making his Diseases In Order of Greatest
search of even the monnd to show the
Area of Prevalence.
lively in conversation, although prior the Butler canvass, he said: “We organized adiens the Emperor of Austria kissed the
last resting place of Gen. James
in 1883, and In 1888 we propose electing pur
to her affliction no one seemed to en- president. Anti-Monopolists are in general hand of the Czarina three times, and kissed
Shields, two miles ont of Carrolton,
poor men. They have not the means to pul the Czar, thanking him for his exceedMo. A movement is on foot to erect a joy dancing in Saratoga ball rooms Into the campafgn to run it as other parties run ing amiability. Deafening cheers fol- 1 Diarrhea ..... ............
more than she. She is Mrs. William their organizations.Bauer has the money to lowed the Austrian Emperor until his car- 2 Intermittent fever .......
suitable monument over his grave.
put into It, bnt he feels the uncertaintyof f eo3 Rheumatism ..............
Cook, of Philadelphia,a relative of the tion to be too grekt this year to do so. In New riage was out of hearing distance.Tues4|Remlttentfever ..........
York
City
we
wUl
poll
•
vote
ot
60,000,
Including
day
evening'
the
royal
party
attended
the
5 Consumption of Inngs...
A hallelujah banquet recenltyheld late Lucretia Mott. She always has a King's County. In theGUCe we will poll lOOJWO
6 Neuralgia ...............
theater.The Emperor of Germany conBronchitis ...............
in Norwich, Conn., by the Salvation group around her listening to her ani- votes. We expect to carry Massachusetts. Wo ducted the Czarina, who was adorned with
will also elect the fusion ticket.In Michigan.
k Dysentery ...............
mated
chat
Army was followed by an all night of
Butler will be second In the race, If not first. Prussian decorations.The Emperor of
9 Cholera infantum .......
We will not combine In Illinois."
Austria conducted the Grand Duchets 1C| Cholera morbus ..........
prayer. A lady who in her excitement
Maria Panlovna, and the Czar and other 11 Tonsilltls................
Daniel in Boston.
Journalists and Their Tasks.
Influenza .................
declared that plumes and finery were a
members of the party followed. Russian, 13
13 Inflammationof bowels..
[Bostontelegram.]
harrier to the full enjoyment of sanctiPolish, and Austrian ballets furnished the 14! Whoopingcough .....
There is one thing about a newspaThe Prohibition party of Boston and vicinity
fication, so affected many of the well- per, its work is so exacting that the held a rally In Tremont Temple to-night. The entertainment.The imperial spectatorsre- 15 Tvobo-malartalfever. ....
16 Typhoid fever (enterlal...
was called to order by_James R Rob- tired to tea after the second act.
17 Erysipelas ................
dressed persons that they took their workers have but little time for the meeting
who
rh said the report that President Beelye
18 Inflammationof kldneya
dumps or molly-grumps, for they must erts,
[Cable
dispatch
from
St.
Petersburg-]
declined
the
Prohibition
nomination
for
Govexpensively trimmed bonnets from
19 Diphtheria ......
he up and at it every day in the year. ernor was not true. He has not declined,and
The Journal de St. Petersburg says the 2u Puerperal fever.
their heads and tore from them thejjswas
heartily
In
sympathy
with
the
movement.
A paper which makes ite appearance 365
21 Pneumonia ...............
Among the speakers was Mr. Daniel, the party recent meeting of the three Emperors at 22'Infl immation of brain....!
trich plumes, the attractive flowerM&d days in every year, continuing right
nominee for vice PresidentHe asserted that
23,Cen.broaplnal
meningitis;
Skierniwice secures lasting peace in Euihe ruches, and threw them to Slijor along without holidays or intermissions there were more Ihohlbitionlsta among Demo24 Beat let fever ..............
crats in the South than among Republicans In rope. The principlesof unity, conciliation,
25 Meades.... .............
Moore, who crumpled the finery in his of any kind, is about as exact- the
North, snd that prohibitionhad a really
v AVVavAS^
w
^
taskmasteras one could stronger hold In the Bonthern States than in the and appeasement now replace all isolated 2iv Membraneouscroup ...... |
hand and throw it upon tfie floor, until ing
action, and remove all uncertainty as to towell imagine.
consequence Northern States. He believedno Issue would
For tho week ending Sept. 13 the reports Indiexsert so strong an Influence In uniting the two morrow’sevents, thus exercising a favorathere was a pile sufficientto fill . a half
that
journalists work sections of the country as the temperance issue. ble influence upon the political and social cate that rheumatism and remittent fever Increased, and that neuralgia, lonsllitls and scarbushel bosket, representing m&nydol hard. They do work with marvelous
world. This security,says the Journal, is let fever decreasedin area of prevalence.
Betting on the Basalt
At the State capital the prevailingwinds
lars in value.
expenditure of nerve and energy, and
not based npop any abstract theories, but
[New York dispatch.]
during ' the week eudlns Sept. 13 were
dropout of harness generally with a
upon practicalunity interests.
north; and, compared with the precedingweek,
feets on the result of the election,with the
"Old Tom” is defunct. He will no saddenness and lack of preparation not odds
tho temperature was slightly lower.the absodecidedlyIn favor of Cleveland,are now
lute humidity, the relative humidity and the
longer playfullykick an orifice throngh to be found in any other occupation. being freely made. Last Saturday night, Mr.
CHIPS.
- •- * ^ Col Charles 8.
night ozone more, and the day ozone le»S.
Including reportsbv regular observersand
the brain of an inquisitive person, un- There is more power, more enjoymeul
woulA carry New
____
_____satisfactionin the .better
and more
A Minneapolis ipan has a pet hog others, diphtheria was reported presentduring
The* Colonel,
less, pefohanbe, he- is doomed to walk
the week ending Sept, la, and since, at 11 place*,
which f olio wa, him wherever he goes,
walks of journalismthan hi any other
namely: Detroit,
Detroit,Flint,
Flint, Fowlervllle,
Fowlenllie, Hardy,
the earth ainig^t, like Hamlet’s ghost.
profession.As for the money— well
ijKVAN- Clar£, most noted of telescope Hastings. Hersey,Ionia, Kalamazoo, Marquette,
"Old Tom,” as his friends and victims that depends. A writer who hankerp
Mendon and Stanton; scarlet-feverat a places—
makers, Has completedbis eightiethyear.
Detroit Dorr. Fairfield. Grand Rapida, Ionia,
are pleased to coll him, was a mule, and after cash soon degeneratesand beThe
British
Government
spends
about
and Swartz Creek; meazlea at 2 places— Detroit
ker, of the Gilaey House. John T. Lester, the
one of the most pronouncedtype of his comes a proprietor, not a writer.— Chicago grain-dealer, has telegraphedto a friend 85,000 a year in the photographyof crim- and Whitehall Henbi B. Bakjeb, Sicretary.
In this city to place 11,500 even on Cleveland’s
*
kind. For the last forty years he has Joe Howard in Philadelphia Times.
-*
the barley and
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Council.

Common
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return* wf- th«* Council frem
itreet grading job.

examining said

Boluiid; Mich., September

88,

iv.

CeThe Common Conocll met purenent to edjournmentendintheebRnceofthemeyor wee oilled dar street special street assessment «Hftrict be and is hereby accepted, and that
r«
the contractorbe paid according to the
ma, Bargeer. Kentcre, Soyd, and the clerk.
terms ef the contract. — Adopted.
Minutesof the last meeting were read and ap*
Council adjourned to Tuesday, 7:80 p.
proved.
Regular order of business was suspended.
m. September 80, 1884.

“iS

The following bills were preRnted

for

payment:

.

-.v

.v-

has been

V**;*' .

- .....

•

made

goods at the One-Price Store of

in the stock of

-

HARRINGTON,

E. J.

Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.

W

Sluyter,bell rlnjrfnK..^.......... ....... IJJ
M. Klaasen, sifting87 yards of grave ....... 18 60
—Allowed and warrants ordered Issued on the
city treasurerfor the several amounts.

»#;• ><

A VERY RADICAL CHANGE

A&V5t

D.

w..

'

On mptiou of A)d. Werkmao—
Resolved,That the grading work of

1684,

W vr,

HOLLAND, MICH.

.

Never Give Up.
depresed

If you are sufferingwlth low and

The committeeon ways and means reported estimates of expenditures which will be required to spirits, less of appetite,general debility,
be made from the several general funds of the city
during the fiscal year: also an ordinance, making disordered blood, weak constitution head-

a bilious nature
means procure a bottle ef Electric
Bitters.You will be surprised to see the
rapid improvement that will follow; you
ache, er any disease of

cepted and referredto the committeeof the whole.

The ordinance was read a first and second time
by its title and placed on the general order of the
day.

by

all

The committeeon streets and bridges reported W>11 be inspired with

new

A

F-A.LL

large and very fine stock of

CLOTH

liraWe

has just been received and will be sold at remarkable low figures.
Boots and Shoes, Rubbers and Slippers superior to any in the City.

of

also have a stock

life; strength

and activity will return; pain and misery
that the prayer of the petlUoners bo not granted.

will cease, henceforth you will rejoice in

the praise of Electric Bitters. Sold

—Adopted.
The committeeon

streets and bridges reported
on the petitionof J. Van den Berge, J. Smlts and
H. Geerllngs in regard to laying their sidewalks
4 inches above graue, instead of nine inches, and

fifty cents a bottle by

Ladies are invited to call and examine our stock of

at

H. Walsh.

Spring Dress Goods, New Style

Notice.

City of Holland. Sept. 23rQ. 1884.
Sealed proposals will be received by the
Common Council of the City of Holland,
for the improving, grading, and graveling
of Eleventh Street, between the west line
of Kiver street and the center of Maple
street, in the City of Holland. Plans,
Common Council.
specificationsand conditions to be seen at
On motion of Aid. Rose—
the office of the City ClcrK. Proposals
.ffMofwd.That when the Council adjourn they
adjourn to Thursday. 5 o'clock p. m., Sentember must be addiessed to’the Common Council of the City of Holland, endorsed,
25, 1864. to meet ai the Common Council rooms
and go In a body to Inspect Cedar street job of “Proposals for Improving Eleventh
grading— Adopted.
Street,” and be accompanied with the
The clerk reported that no objections had been
names ot two responsible persons as surefiled in the city clerk's dice to the special assessment roll for the graveling of Tenth street special ties in the sum of one thousand dollars.
street assessment district,and that notice had The Common Council reserves the right
been given two weeks in the Holland Citt News
to reject anv or oil bids. The Common
according to the requirement* of law.
Council will be at’ their rooms, Tuesday,
On motion of Aid. Kaniers—
September 30ih, 1884, at 7:30 o’clock, p.
Bttolted,That the specialassessmentroll for the
graveling of Tenth street specialstreet assessment m. to examine into bids and award the
district, reported by the board of Assessors, Sepjob.
tember 8, 1874, be and the same is hereby conBy order of the Common Council.
firmed as reported— Which said resolution was
34-1
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
adopted by yeas and nays as follows: Yeas, Ter

Dress Patterns.

of Prints, i

not granted.— Adopted.

The committeeon claims and accounts reported
on bill of Kremers a Bangs, for 40 gallons of gasoline, and recommended payment thereof.—
Adopted and a warrant ordered Issued on the city
treasurer tor the amount.
The clerk reported that Mr. Klaa? Van Haaften's
job ol grading was ready for inspectionby the

HATS AND CPS.

•

be Issued, bearing interestat such rate of interest
as the bonds can be placed at, payable annually
for the payment of said installments falling due
January 15, 1885. January 15, 1866, January 15,
1887, January 15. 1888, and Jauuary 15. 1889, and
that the Installmentof $511.13 to be paid January
15, 1885, be raised by special assessment on the
annual tax roll of the year A . D. 1881.— Which said
resolntlou was adopted by yeas and nays as billows: Yens. Ter Vree, Rose, Beukema,Burgess,
Kauters and Boyd. Nays, none.

The clerk reported that no objections had been
filed In the city clerk's office to the special assessment roll for the Improving, grading and
graveling of Eleventh street, between the west
side of River street and the center of Maple street,
and that notice had been given in the Holland
Citt Nkws, according to the requirementsof law.
On motion of Aid. Boyd—
Retolvtd,That the special assessmentroll, for
the Improving, grading and graveling of Eleventh
street, between the west side of River street and
the center of Maple street, reported by the board
of assessorsSeptember2nd, 1884, be and the same
if hereby confirmed u reported.— Which said re»olntion was adopted by yeas and nays as follows:
Yeas. Ter Vree, Rose, Beukema, Burgess, Kanten and Boyd.
On motion of Aid. F a iters—
^esofred.That the amount of the special assessment for the improving, grading and graveling of
Eleventh street, between the west sine of River
streetand the center of Maple street, he and the
same is hereby divided into three equal install
ments, to be collectedas follows: The first installment of $348.44, on the first day of February, A. D.
1885,
the second
installment ofJ $818.44, on thefliet
th
_____
_______________
day of February, A. D. 1886, the third installment
of $848.44#n the firstday of February A. D. 1887.
with interestat snch me of interestas the bonds
can be placed at, payable annually, on all sums
unpaid, and the Common Conncil in each year
as above stated,shall order that for each installment aa it becomes dne, the special tax required
to be rataed in each year, be reported! to the supervisor of the city of Holland, to be spread on the
annual tax roll for snch fiscal year as a special tax
npon the severallots and premises of said district,
as provided by the charter,and that bonds of the
city of Holland be luned, bearing interestat snch
rate of intereatas the bonds can be placed at, payable annuallyfor the payment of said installments falling dne February1, 1886 and February 1,
1887, and that the inatallment of $348.44, to be
paid February 1, 1885, be raised by special assessment on the annnal tax roll or the year A. D. 1884.
yeas and

Van Oort & Beenwkes,
Snccessore to W. C.

COIMIE
SPRING
HJLS COME

of Aid. Kanters, the Conncil took a
recess of five minntes.

£'IRON

of

THE ONLY TRUE

Cfc-

and

m TOMIC

Hosiery.

cm,

Hamburg Edgings.
LADIES' AND GENTS’ HANDKERCHIEFS,

FACTS REGARDING

AND COTTON!

SILK

alwsvs on hand.

Sr.

We have

a

large assortment of

A

Paint 1 Calcimine Brushes.

E

!

full stock of

GKRj O O

in all

G.

E!

S

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Holland, Mich., March

shades.

klctia

will

.

always on band.

ALABASTINE

Bute's

purify and enrich the BLOOD, regulate
the LIVER and KIDNEYS, and KISTOUK tiik
HEALTH and VIGOR of YOUTH: In all lbi.se
diseases requiring a certain and efllclenTONIC,
|v l)vsne|>Rli».'\Vunt of Appetite. Indiircsespecially
ck of
etc.. Its use Is marked
tiou. Luck
... Strcnatti.
u,
mediate and wonderiulresults. Hones,
with Immediate
muscles and nerves receive new force. Enlivens
the mind and supplies Bruin Power.
a
I
sutTeriiig Irom all complaints
EL
peculiar to their sex will tlnd In
DR. HARTER’S IRON TONIC a sale and speedy
cure. It gives a dear and healthy complexion.
T*'e strongest testimony to the value of l)n.
Ha.jtku'sihon Tonic is that freqnent attempts
at counterfeiting have only added to the popularity of the original. If you earnestly desire health
do not experiment—gel tlie Okioinal and Best.
rfSend your addressto The Dr. Harter Med.Co.V
8t. Louis, Mo., for our “DREAM BOOK.”
\FnUof strangeand useful Information,free.^
It

GENTS’ NECKWEAR

tutfs

27, 1884.

PILLS
TORPID BOWELS,

Corsets.

§

AULTS

HIST BAR/Q-

Ginghams.

A large stock of

cuss

13

DISORDERED LIVER,

Dress Goods.
Cottons.
Tickings.
Prints,

ms,

GKET

wanted for The Lives of all the
Presidentsof the U. S. The
largest, handsomest best book
ever sold for less than twice our
price. The fastest selling book In America. Immense profits to agents. All Intelligent people
want it. Any one can become a successful agent.
Terms free. Hallet Book Co., Portland. Maine.

goods, consisting of

m C
AUICO

r

and MALARIA.

From these sources arise threo-fourthaol
the diseases of the human race. These
symptoms indicate their existence Loss of
Appetite, Bowels costive, Sick Head*
ache, fullness after eating, aversion to
exertion of body or mind, Eructation
of food, Irritability of temper, Low
spirit*, A feeling of having neglected
some dnty, Dizziness, Flatteringnt the
Ileart.Dots before the eyes, highly col«
ored Urine, CONSTIPATION, and demand the use of a remedy that acta directly
:

on the Liver, Aa a Liver medicine TUTT’S
PILLS have no equal. Their action on the
Kidneys and Skin Is also prompt; removing
nil impurities through these threo“ scavengers of the svstem," producing appetlte, sound digestion, regularstools, a clear
skin and a vigorous body. TCTT’S PILLS
cause no nausea or griping ner interfere
with daily work and tiro a perfect

ANTIDOTE
TO MALARIA.
Bold everywhere, aSe.
Murray 8t.,N.Y.
Offi(^,44

TUTTS
HAIR DYE.
Gray Hair or Whiskers changed

Instantly to a Glossy Black by a single ap.
tlon of this Dtb. Bold by Druggists,
Drugs ‘
plication
or sent by express on receipt of $1.
Office,44 Murray Street, New York.

TUTT’S

MANUAL OF

EL

USEFUL RECEIPTS FREE.

ZBOOlsLEI,

1

Otto Breyman
Gardem Farming

Tools.

Dr. Harter's Iron Tonio is for Bale by
Druggists and Dealers Everywhere.

au

-Dealer inThe oldest established Stable in the

Jewelry Watches,

The best of

DIAMONDS,
Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

Silramrsi Plato, aai fancy

and White Lead.

Gold and

Silver

M5111

On Market

Street,

ONE

Watches at Rea-

HEARSE

We

keep all kinds of

diamond kings
ever displayed in this City.

Wire

Baited Pence

I

AND

COPPEH, TIN,

IKONWARE,

WHIPS, PUMPS,

also keep on.hand a large assortment of

purposes, which I will furnish

as cheap,

if

not cheaper

than any party in this city.

&MM

SPECTACLES

BOONE.

Hollakd, July 28th, 1882.

—

have a lull line of

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

Sumner Dress Goods.

the Goods are warranted
to be just as represented.

All

GIVE US A CALL.

—
Straw

and

Hats of

—

all Descriptions.

am

prepared to do repairing^and (engraving
promptlyand In the best manner.
I

and-

STEKETEE k BOS

—and a—

GLASS, ETC., ETC.

25- tf

SUMMER HAS COME!
G.

CARPENTERS’ TOOLS, SASH, AND

After recess, the committee on streets and
bridgesreported plans, specificationsand condltiona for the improvement,grading and gravelonions
ing of Eleventhatreet between the west ItDe of
River atreet and the center of Maple street, which
were adopted and the clerk instructedto advertise
one inrertion in the Holland Citt N*ws for

in this

with the finest hones and carriagesfor funeral

H.
TTie largestassortment of

city.

near Eighth.

I have the newest and best
city,

Goods,

sonable Prices.

can be obtained of us.

GRIND STONES, FISH TACKLE,

—Adopted.
On motion

and

G.YANPUTTEMSONS

enkema.
On metion of Aid. Kanters—
Resolved, That the committee on streets and

!

have received a large Spring stock

AND RANGES.

and designs.

Holland, Mich., Aug, 6th, 1884.

-and-

CtiOKING STOVES,

Calicos

A FRESH STOCK OF GROCERIES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

MELIS.

are sellingand keep for sale some very fine

and

Linen, Hosiery, Lace,

in an endless number of styles

w.

Vree, Rose, Beukema,Burgess, Kauters and
Boyd. Nays, none.
On motion of Aid. Rose—
Bttdml, That the amount of the special assessment of Tenth street special street assessment
district be and the same is hereby dividedInto
five eoual Installments,to be collected as follows:
the first installment of $51113, on the ^fifteenth
day of January, A. D. 1885, the second installment
of$511.1c,on the fifteenth day of January, A. D.
1886, the third inatallment of $511.13, on the fifteenth day of January, A. D. 1877,
1877, the fourth inBtailment of $511.18,on the fifteenthday of January A. D. 1888, the fifth installmentof $511.13,
on the fifteenth day of January,A. D. 1889, with
interestat such rate as the bonds can be placed at,
payable annually
any on all sums uupaid, and the
Common Council In each year aa above stated,
Commi
shall order that for each installment as it becomes
due, the special tax required to be raised in each
year be reported to the supen-isor oi the city ol
Hollaud,.tobo spread on the annual lax roll for
such fiscal year as a special tax upon the several
lots and premises of said district,as providedby
the charter,and that bonds of the city oi Holland

Table

Towjli ngs,

A large variety

Come and examine our stock. No
We promiseprompt and gentlemanlytreatment
trouble to show Goods.
award the job.
and good bargains, to all who trade with ns.
O.
On motion of Aid. Rose the Cenncll wont into
VAN OORT. A BEEUWKES.
committeeof the whole. Aid. Boyd in the chair.
Holland. Mich., May 12, 1884. 48-ly
Holland, Mich., April 2,
43-tf
After seme time apent therein the committee
aroR and thronghtheir chairman reported that
they had bad nnder consideration the following:
“An ordinance making the general appropriation
bill for the fiscal year A. D. 1684, ana recommended iu
its passage.passage.— Adopted, the committeedisdis*

of

^

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.

BREYMAN.

1884.

___ WMTSMA!

charged and the ordinance waa placed on its third
reading,
t|*An|)

ordinance^makinp ^he general agpropri-

year A. D. 1884.M waa read a third time and
paaaed, a two-thirts majority of ail the aldermen
elect voting thereforeby yeaa and nays as follow!: Yeaa, Ter Vree, Rose, Beukema, Burgess,
Kantersand Boyd,

ram® Drug
LIVER:
oua troubles.
fvnl7T««Ukli; NoOripiig. MmISi. AUtafflii*.

FREE!

Holland, Mich., Bept.
The

w m

ttfv Clerk.

25,

188i

*

(for

31!

V

Memben

_

A44fteePS.

WASP

4 CO.,

I

aalile-,

_

:

BEST, M. D.,Propfr.

reliable

manner.
A completeassortment of

TOUR

AMES

AH) LG7'3 FGMSS.

Everythln^a^erUlBlngtojk firat-cluedrug store

$00 SM7 Ku/ff IX&'SLZL'Z

x

fkbncs.

r Cff'N EVB'!
NO

OUT OF ORDER.

EQ^

We

have In stock constantly

FRESH GROCERIES
and a superior stock of Canned Goods.

'

NEW YORK.
30 UNION SQUARE NEWYORK.

vJLU."-

Mw/

v

MASS'

o*

PLUG TOBACCO!

’ CA.

rOR- BALE BY

We are agents for the Celebrated “Duck” Brand
Flag Tobacco.Every customer bnying this tobacco kss a chance of drawing an alarm deck.

of

Me.

which peraoseereither ee. pewf er eld,
present: Aid. Ter Tree, Beumake real pa/ ail the time the/ wertc,with
keen, Bargees, Werknao, Bpjd and the eaa
aheotate Mrtalat/, write fier particularstefl. Hal-

dark.

B.

Hr. I. A. Aidenon, a competent prescription
clerk,bM charge, and will be found at all boon,
read? to compoundprescription! in a thoroughly

RELUBLE SELF-CURE.

CemmeD Council met punuint te

WMW WVW'UUSVWi
W ** VBAA VU IU
•r4er hj Aid. Ter Vree, president pre tern.

JR.

Which we Intend to keep as complete as pos
aible embracing all the the latest and best made

Store.

Secure Healthy
d relieve all bii*

DR/Y O-OOIDS

WARD

action to the Lira*

Conncil adjournedto Thursday,5 oclock, p. m.,
September In, 1884.

G»0. H. SIPP,

FIRST

Also a very large and assorted stock ef

Otxvrs

VB

JL OJLXdX*.
K. B. BUT,

HaQaml, Miak,, Jure IT, 1N4.

MEYER, BROUWER CO.
lfl»! ia

mxmmiimm,
»d—

BTTZlZJLZi OA.SMCST8.
RItw St». HolUmd. Mich.

DEC01ATED

AM

PLAIN FLOWER FOR,

FARMXRff PRODUCE TAKEN IN
e.

sTinriB

* bos.

»4r

